


1Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Everyone has an ideal of "how it should be" in our daily life.
The value we attach to living spaces is changing.
It's not luxury in appearance you're looking for 
and neither is it just more convenience.
But it's something that gladdens your heart.
It's your very own experience and something that 
can't compare with anyone else’s.
We think that this defines future luxury.

The new L-CLASS offers a single 
rich value that speaks to your heart.  

Experience the adaptability that creates your ideal 
space to transcend conventional concepts of a kitchen, 
bath and dressing room. 
Sophisticated materials, design and state-of-art functions 
these will allow you to  experience a new lifestyle 
supported by your own unique and easy-to-use life spaces.

For anyone who enjoys living life to the fullest 
the new L-CLASS was made for you.

A place that helps create 
moments that fill your heart
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More than ever, the kitchen is becoming
the center around which your home life revolves.
Around the kitchen, family members and friends gather and talk.
The kitchen is more than just a place for preparing and 
enjoying delicious food but also a central location 
for hobbies, for learning, for games, 
for any activity that pleases the family.
Ideal home life really starts with the kitchen.

Panasonic has thought it all through.
That's why we've been able to come up with the raw
materials and textures, provide ease of use and diversif 
ied plans to meet your specif ic requirements.
It’s how we can achieve truly functional style while fitting in 
beautifully with the surrounding interiors.

Now’s the right time to be 
more particular and to think of yourself.
Talk about your dreams and a kitchen that meets 
your own stylistic desires and way of life.

Start by being particular 
when you design your 

“Life Styling”kitchen

3Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.
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The low-profile countertop 
offers a sophisticated 
appearance.

Design & Detail

Effectively designed details
create beautiful spaces.

We created a neat, 

easy-to-use comfortable space.

A well-crafted cupboard for neatly storing 

favorite appliances, tools and even 

refrigerators in an easy-to-use manner.

We achieved a design that blends in and 

harmonizes with the surrounding space by

integrating the handle into the door.

The counter offers a slim and stylish appearance.

Bringing about a pleasant relaxed 

feel through careful selection of raw 

materials that deliver a feeling of 

natural warmth that's also smart and one 

that enhances the whole space.
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The perfect fit of the end panel and bottom shows the kitchen like beautiful furniture.

[ Slim Counter & Semi-floating Plan ]

7Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.
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[ "Grario" artificial marble countertops made of organic glass materials ]

These artificial marble countertops are made by compounding organic glass materials with natural 
mica to exhibit a deep and clear look. The uneven surface finish that reproduces the expression of 
genuine stone offers resistance to scratches and also facilitates cleaning as the material incorporates 
water- and oil-repelling components.

Slate Black Basalt Grey Granite Black Jura Beige Thassos White

9Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.
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The storage area for small appliances is at convenient height is the same depth as the cabinets, 
which creates a flat look that blends in refinedly with the surrounding space.  

[ Storage area for small appliances ]

11Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.



Coordinate

Creating spaces to express 
your individuality

The distinctive features of door and counter 

materials, the personality inherent in their 

textures, the impressions of color and 

light – all these elements resonate 

to create your unique home 

interior style. We offer 

an extensive variety of 

doors, counters, and other 

premium-quality items for 

the ultimate freedom 

in kitchen coordination.
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Doors in a wide variety of finishes and materials, including beautiful paint and natural 
wood, have a profound look that combines with highly decorative countertops to create 
a higher-grade dining space in rich color variations.

[ Doors / Handles / Counter ]

Kitchens should make everyday cooking enjoyable. Your kitchen 
is a space for your very own home, and each has its own story. 
That’s why our 16 Series offers a lineup totaling 100 door color 
patterns based on a “tone color” theme.

100
COLOR

13Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.



For s Order, please see the information on page 55.14



Drawer side color: White Drawer side color: Stainless steel s: On order

The drawer bottom is made 
of a stainless steel that stays 
beautiful and is easy to clean.

The unit color 
can be chosen from super 
white and charcoal gray.

Stainless steel rails are also available. 

Super White

Drawer bottom: Stainless steel

Charcoal Gray

[ Unit colors / Rail colors ]

15Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.
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Medium

Dark Medium Light

Super whiteCharcoal gray

[ Small appliance storage unit colors ]

You can choose the color of 
the small appliance storage 
unit. The unit is also available 
in a stately grain tone that 
adds a decorative accent to 
the monochrome door. 
It harmonizes with furniture 
just like sophisticated one.

17Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.
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The drawer opens 

smoothly when pulled making it 

easy to use both the front and 

rear space.

Easy to store, Easy to take out.

Advanced, large-capacity storage

WonderFULL Cabinet

FULL use of the depth 

without waste

FULL use of the height 

without waste

As the cabinet is used every day, 

we stuck to the easy of use and 

maintenance in every detail. 

Sticking to the ease of 

use in every detail

→P.80

20kg

40kg

20kg

575mm

575mm

525mm

Effective dimensions

approx. 

126mm

approx. 

322mm

approx. 

201mm

*1: 575-mm depth is of the deepest type.

The depth varies according to specifications 

and drawer type.

Three-dimensional storage 

achieves effective use of limited 

space.

The ideal height 

allows effective 

use of the space.

*1

Ample depth
approx. 

575mm

Bottom plate clad 
with stainless steel

Designed to provide 

beautiful appearance 

and ease of cleaning

except small drawer 

located under the Hob

These panels prevent stored 

items from protruding to the 

side and allow items to be 

stored in the upright position to 

make effective use of the space.

Adjustment panel / 
Side panel (middle shelf)

Adjustment panel Side panel

Synchro pallet (Unit under the sink)

The inner drawer comes out because it is interlocked with 

the retracting slide. This helps store bowls and colanders.

Shelf board under the Hob
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1650mm

850mm

625mm

255mm

F.L

Smart and effective 

use of space achieves 

three-dimensional 

storage of the right 

item in the right place.

［ Multipurpose container ］
Used around the Hob to 

store kitchen utensils 

in the upright 

position. 

［ Hinged door ］
You could not place or 

retrieve anything 

without crouching.

［ Sliding drawer ］
The full open type of drawer allows you to 

pull the drawer out so that the rear area is 

exposed and use it in a comfortable position.

［ Bottle tray ］
Convenient to store 

oil and seasonings

※

Conventional

kitchen

Highly efficient storage allows you to slip out something 

you want just by opening the sliding drawer.

Storage of the right item in 

the right place leads to 

ease of use.

*The photo shows a counter with the door dismounted to explain the functions.

*The photo shows a counter of 850 mm in height.

［ Kitchen ］

We worked out the optimum storage 

locations in accordance with the 

frequency and place of use of items to 

be stored, including storing 

frequently-used items within reach. 

This helps you readily use and tidy up 

the kitchen at the same time.

You can see all the contents at a glance 

to take out anything you want. 

The effective use of the space has 

enhanced the storage efficiency.

Unit under the Hob
(example)

For s Order, please see the information on page 55.20



Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

1st drawer
from the top

Frequently-

used small 

items

Frequently-

used large 

items and 

heavy items

Wall
unit

2nd drawer
from the top

［ ］

［ ］ ［ ］

［ ］

Slowly lowering wall unit

Floor stocker

2nd drawer from the top

This mechanism locks the door when tremors 
are detected, to preventing stored items from 
toppling out.

*The mechanism is mounted on the hinged 
door of the wall/middle unit.

Unit under the cooking space

Arrangements to make effective use of the space

Arrangements for easy reach

Make the space that was hard to use easy to use.

Wall unit Earthquake-resistant lock mechanism※

Smart pallet Synchro pallet

1st drawer from the top 
(The photo shows the adjustment tray) 

Unit under the Hob Unit under the sink

［ ］

Seldom-

used small 

items

Floor
stocker

The shows the stainless steel specification. s: On order 21



［ Cupboard ］

Storage of small appliances in a fixed position is assured.

The shelf is designed to store small appliances at a height 

convenient for use and provided with a steam treatment function 

that allows you to use the small appliance without pulling out 

the shelf. A wood grain pattern is also available.

2 Smart storage of dishes

1 Smart storage of small appliances

1 Smart storage 
of small 
appliances

3 Smart storage of dust box

Small appliance storage unit  →P.97

→

Dark Medium
Charcoal
gray

Super
whiteLight

If the unit color is charcoal gray or super white, the unit will come with a light-gray slide shelf and aluminum front panel.

1650mm

1035mm

→

*The photo shows the cupboard with 

  the door dismounted to explain the functions.

Assuring smart 

storage of food, 

dishes, and small 

appliances in positions 

convenient for use

F.L
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Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

［ ］

The "rotary basket" makes it easy to 

access dishes stored at the back.  

The inner drawer makes it easy to 

retrieve stacked dishes.

Example of application of the cupboard 
with the use of optional partitions

2 Smart storage of dishes

→

As the rotary basket opens, dishes stored in the back can be taken out right 

away. An inner drawer is provided to quickly place dishes on the top of a stack 

of dishes or retrieve them from stacks. The cupboard has a large storage 

capacity and is designed so that contents are visible at a glance.

Cupboard with "Rotary Basket"   →P.100

When stored When rotating

3 Smart storage of dust box

Dust box wagon   →P.101

Door typeSilver type

The dust box wagon is 

available for the smart 

storage of dust box.

Dust box wagon 

can separate and store 

recyclable trash.
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▲： 　
★：

Wall-mounting kitchen plan

Type Ⅱ plan

Island kitchen plan

Basic style consisting of a sink and 

Hob arranged in one line.

This plan offers a flexible kitchen layout 

that can be worked to meet space onditions.  

Opening width (mm)

1650

1800  (Hob with two burners)

1800(Hob with three burners)

1950

2100

2250

2400

2550

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲
●

—

—

—

▲

▲

▲

▲
●

Triple wideStandard Opening width (mm)

2600

2700

2850

3000

3150

3300

3450

3600

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

Triple wideStandard

● Depth of counter: 650 mm

● Ⅰ type for wall-mounting 

kitchen plans ★

Plan with the kitchen assembled 

in a L-shape This plan provides 

a short line of flow between the 

sink and Hob, and a high level 

of workability.

Opening width (mm)

1800×1650

1950×1650

2100×1650

2250×1650

2400×1650

2550×1650

2700×1650

▲

▲

▲

▲
●

▲

▲

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Triple wideStandard Opening width (mm)

1800×1800

1950×1800

2100×1800

2250×1800

2400×1800

2550×1800

2700×1800

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

Triple wideStandard

● Depth of counter: 650 mm

● L type for wall-mounting 

kitchen plans ★

Wall-mounting 

kitchen plan with the oven and 

sink arranged in separate lines

Opening width (mm)

1500

1650

1800

▲
▲
●

▲
▲
●

Triple wideStandard Opening width (mm)

1950

2100

2250

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

Triple wideStandard

● Depth of counter: 650 mm on both Hob side and sink side

Opening width (mm)

1523

1673

1823

▲
▲
●

▲
▲
●

Triple wideStandard Opening width (mm)

1973

2123

2273

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

Triple wideStandard

● Depth of counter: 650 mm on the oven side, 933 mm on 
the sink side (750 mm is also available for this plan)

* A semi-floating type island kitchen on the sink side is also available. 

● Ⅱ type for 

wall-mounting 

kitchen plan

Open kitchen plan 

with the oven and sink 

arranged in separate lines

● Ⅱ type for 

sink-side open 

kitchen plan

  

Island kitchen layout plan This 

kitchen plan allows people to 

move around the island. 

Island kitchen that allows you 

to hide your hands behind the 

cooking screen while working

Opening width (mm)

1996

2146

2296

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

Triple wideStandard Opening width (mm)

2446

2596

2746

▲
●

▲

▲
●

▲

Triple wideStandard

● Depth of counter: 933 mm 
(750 mm is also available for this plan)

● Full flat type for 

island kitchen plan

Floating type of island kitchen

Opening width (mm)

1990

2140

2290

▲
▲
▲

—

▲
▲

Triple wideStandard

Opening width (mm)

1546

1696

1846

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

Triple wideStandard Opening width (mm)

1996

2146

2296

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

Triple wideStandard

● Depth of counter: 650 mm on the oven side, 933 mm on 
the sink side (750 mm is also available for this plan)

* A semi-floating type island kitchen on the sink side is also available.

Island kitchen plan 

with the Hob and sink 

arranged in separate lines

● Ⅱ type for 

sink-side island 

kitchen plan

Opening width (mm)

2440

2590

2740

▲
●

▲

▲
●

▲

Triple wideStandard

● Depth of counter: 933 mm

Opening width (mm)

2328

2478

2628

2778

▲
▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲
▲

Triple wideStandard

● Planned depth: 720 mm for the panel type, 
933 mm for the storage type

● Floating type for 

island kitchen plan

● Open type for Smart Step 

island kitchen plan

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

●

●

●

Plan with the kitchen 

assembled in a L-shape

Greater working space and 

storage space are added to the basic plan.

● Depth of counter: 650 mm on the sink/Hob side,
650 mm/450 mm on the side with no sink/Hob mounted

* A plan with the sink mounted to the outside is also available.

● L type for wall-mounting 

kitchen plan with 

a sink and a cooking 

unit on one side ★

● Ⅰ

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

▲
●

▲

▲
●

▲
●

▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲

●

●

●

The island in this kitchen 

layout has a small footprint 

and is fit in the kitchen like 

a piece of furniture.

Opening width (mm)

1990

2140

2290

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

Triple wideStandard Opening width (mm)

2440

2590

2740

▲
●

▲

▲
●

▲

Triple wideStandard

● Depth of counter: 933 mm

● Semi-floating type for 

island kitchen plan

Island kitchen plan designed 

to maintain reasonable 

spaciousness with a living 

room while hiding your hands 

behind the cooking screen

Opening width (mm)

2296

2446

2596

2746

▲
▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲
▲

Triple wideStandard

 ● Planned depth: 933 mm

● Open type for Low Step 

island kitchen plan

●

▲
●

▲

▲
●

▲
●

●

▲
▲
●

▲

▲
▲
●

▲
●

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

●

●

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

トリプルワイド
▲
●

▲

▲
●

▲
●

●

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

▲
●

▲

▲
●

▲
●

●

Opening width (mm)

3000×1650 ▲ —

Triple wideStandard

*In addition to the plans below, we can respond to diverse needs. Please contact your planner for details.

We can provide you with the style best suited to 

your space conditions and lifestyle.

S T Y L I N G

P O I N T

01



25Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

The following section shows basic plans available with WEB How’s. These plans are also available 

in sizes and layouts other than those listed below upon request. There are restrictions on certain 

combinations of sinks and Hob depending on the opening width.

▲：Not listed in this catalog, but available upon request.　
★：The opening width of the I type to L type of the wall-mounting kitchen plans is adjustable in steps of 10 mm with WEB How’s.

Open kitchen plan

Ⅱ

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲
●

▲

▲

▲

▲
●

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

●

●Ⅰ
★

▲

▲

▲

▲
●

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

●

●

★

▲
▲
●

▲
▲
●

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

●

▲
▲
●

▲
▲
●

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

●

●Ⅱ ●Ⅱ

* A flat open kitchen for bearing wall plan 
  is available but only in the table type.

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

▲
●

▲

▲
●

▲
●

●

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

●

●Ⅱ

▲
●

▲

▲
●

▲
●

▲
▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲
▲

●

●

●

Floating type of flat open 

kitchen with the Hob side 

mounted to the wall

Opening width (mm)

1970

2120

2270

▲
▲
▲

—

▲
▲

Triple wideStandard Opening width (mm)

2420

2570

2720

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

Triple wideStandard

● Depth of counter: 933 mm

● Floating type for flat 

open kitchen plan

Fit on the dining side for open kitchen plan

For counter of 750 mm in depth:

For counter of 933 mm in depth:

933

642275

The depth of the counter and the combination of units are selectable.

750

933

Counter 
support 
bracket

Counter 
support 
bracket

Table type

Table type Storage type

● The decorative panel is 

divided into three pieces 

for some of the door series.

Storage type

Decorative panel finish

Decorative panel 
(No storage area)

(No storage area)

Floating type

kitchen plan

Flat opening/Island kitchen plan

Storage

Storage type

Storage (Hinged door)

Counter support bracket

Table type

For no storage area:

For partial storage:

For whole storage area:

Storage

Hinged/
Sliding door

Counter support bracket

Storage type

Decorative panel finish

(No storage area)

Panel type

Hinged door type

Sliding door type

Low Step 

open kitchen plan

Semi-floating type 

kitchen plan

●

●

★
Flat open kitchen with 

the Hob side mounted to the wall

● Full-flat Ⅰ type for flat 

open kitchen plan

Opening width (mm)

1973

2123

2273

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

Triple wideStandard Opening width (mm)

2423

2573

2723

▲
●

▲

▲
●

▲

Triple wideStandard

● Depth of counter: 933 mm 
(750 mm is also available for this plan)

L type of flat open kitchen

Opening width (mm)

1973×1933

2123×1933

2273×1933

2423×1933

2573×1933

2723×1933

▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲

—

—

—

—

—

—

Triple wideStandard Opening width (mm)

1973×2083

2123×2083

2273×2083

2423×2083

2573×2083

2723×2083

▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲
▲
▲
▲

Triple wideStandard

● Depth of counter: 650 mm on the oven side, 933 mm on 
the sink side (750 mm is also available for this plan)

● The opening on the Hob side listed in the table above 
represents the width for a kitchen measuring 933 mm on 
the sink side.

*An L type plan of semi-floating type open kitchen is also available. 

● Full-flat L type for full flat 

open kitchen plan

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

▲
●

▲

▲
●

▲
●

●

▲
▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲
▲

●

●

● Low Step 

open kitchen plan

Opening width (mm)

2423

2573

2723

▲
●

▲

▲
●

▲

Triple wideStandard

● Planned depth: 933 mm
* Also available for plan without Tall storage.

Open kitchen designed to 

maintain reasonable 

spaciousness with a living 

area by way of a raised counter

● High Step 

open kitchen plan

Opening width (mm)

2273

2423

2573

2723

▲
▲
●

▲

▲
▲
●

▲

Triple wideStandard

 ● Planned depth: 933 mm

Open kitchen design focused 

on the connection with 

a living room while hiding 

your hands behind a cooking screen

Floating type of flat open kitchen 

with the Hob side mounted 

to the wall.  It has a small 

footprint and is fit in the kitchen 

like a piece of furniture.

Opening width (mm)

1970

2120

2270

▲
▲
▲

—

▲
▲

Triple wideStandard Opening width (mm)

2420

2570

2720

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

Triple wideStandard

● Depth of counter: 933 mm

● Semi-floating type for flat 

open kitchen plan

Opening width (mm)

1973

2123

2273

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

トリプルワイドStandard Opening width (mm)

2423

2573

2723

▲
●

▲

▲
●

▲

Triple wideStandard

● Depth of counter: 650 mm on the oven section, 933 mm 
on the sink section

Flat open kitchen with 

tall storage units mounted 

to the back surface of the Hob

● Flat open kitchen for 

tall storage plan

Opening width (mm)

1973

2123

2273

▲
▲
▲

▲
▲
▲

Triple wideStandard Opening width (mm)

2423

2573

2723

▲
●

▲

▲
●

▲

Triple wideStandard

● Depth of counter: 650 mm on the oven section, 933 mm 
on the sink section (750 mm is also available for this plan)

Flat open kitchen for 

supporting a bearing wall 

in the home’s framework

● Flat open kitchen for 

bearing wall plan

Storage type

▲

Storage
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Available in a wide variety of 

finishes and materials,including 

eye-catching colors and stately-

looking natural wood.

Freely mix and match your "Favorite" kitchen from 

a great selection of units, materials and finishes.

Selectable doors

100Patterns

S T Y L I N G

P O I N T

02

Grade80

Grade70

Grade60

Grade50

Grade40

Grade30

Grade20

Grade10

For s Order, please see the information on page 55.



27Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Selectable counters

23Patterns

Artificial 
marble

Handles are the most often touched 

part of any kitchen and an important 

design component essential to how 

the kitchen ultimately looks.

The bottom plate is made of 

easy-to-clean stainless steel. 

The unit color can be selected 

from super white and charcoal 

gray to match the decor.

Selectable handles

Selectable units

10Types

sOrder(Stainless steel rails)

The work top greatly affects how 

the kitchen looks and changes the 

atmosphere depending on how it is 

coordinated with the door material.
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Prevents anything from dropping 

off from the counter.

The gate design*3 gives 

 the space a more luxurious look.

Protruding end panel

Appealing furniture-like refined fit  

Slim counter

60-mm 
thickness 
sOrder

End panel fit under the counter

Selectable fit of counter 

and end panel*1

The atmosphere and usability vary with the thickness and fitting 

method of the counter and end panel. You can select them 

according to your preference.

*3: Counter that uses artificial marble for 

the side panels and top panel of the unit

*2: Counters of thicknesses other 40 mm 

come in a limited selection of colors 

and patterns and types of Hobs.

Gate panel

40mm

40mm

Coo
rdination

17mm

17mm

40mm

20mm

40mm

20mm

60mm

20mm

*1: Some selections are not feasible due to the pattern of the counter, kitchen plan, equipment, etc.   

 

*2

*2

Personalize your kitchen in every minute detail, 

including the fit of the counter and colors.

S T Y L I N G

P O I N T

03

For s Order, please see the information on page 55.
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*The lead time varies with requirements for the door. For details, please contact your Panasonic distributer.  

We can produce a door in an original color 

matched to your favorite interior.

For example, by matching the color of the door to your furniture or 

coordinating it with the color of interior fabric,we can produce 

a one-of-a-kind door in an original color such as a pearl-like color.

Door in an original color (Only for painted doors)* sOrder

Please prepare a sample 

of your favorite color.

We will mix paints to 

prepare a sample.

After the sample is 

accepted, we will 

produce the door.

STEP1 STEP2 STEP3

Completed!

Coo
rdination

What color 

will be the 

best?

The color 

is just as 

I imagined!

D
eterm

in
e th

e sh
ad

e o
f co

lo
r.

Panels marked with " * " require longer lead time for shipment than usual.

D
eterm

ine the tone of color.



For s Order, please see the information on page 55.30

We can produce a kitchen of similar layout but vastly 

different in usability and design through sOrder.

Base plan

By providing lighting, installing cabinets, or adding 

a table,we can "personalize" your kitchen just for you.

S T Y L I N G

P O I N T

04

The door is divided into squares 

that makes it look stylish from 

the dining area. 

A combination of door patterns 

in white and walnut color adds 

an accent to the space.



31Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

This plan combines a kitchen 

system and dining table into 

the perfect place for the family 

to gather together. When 

looking at the kitchen from 

the living area, you will be 

impressed by the design.
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Floor pattern selection is also important towards 
creating an atmosphere in the room. 
We can "coordinate" the floor to fit your door.

S T Y L I N G

P O I N T

05

STYLISH 

MODERAN
Japanese Modern CASUAL Natural VILLA RESORT

MODERAN 

CLASSIC
VINTAGE French Chic
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Door patterns

LAPLESS 80

Chocolate AU ● ● ●

Olive Green AZ ● ● ●

Plum Red AX ● ● ●

Gray AJ ●

Beige AQ ● ● ● ● ●

White AA ● ● ●

Matte metallic AM ● ●

Matte White AS ● ● ● ● ●

PRALLTRILLER 70

Chocolate  KU ● ● ●

Olive Green KZ ● ● ●

Plum Red KX ● ● ●

Gray KJ ●

Beige KQ ● ● ● ● ●

White KA ● ● ●

Matt metallic KM ● ●

Matte White KH ● ● ● ● ●

MAESTOSO 70

Walnut DT ● ● ● ●

Cherry DM ● ●

Ash DH ● ●

RELIGIOSO 60

Brown Oak NY ●

Cherry NN ●

Medium Oak NM ●

Ecru Oak NA ●

ARCO 50

Sand Beige M1 ● ● ●

Moist White M2 ● ● ●

Moon Walnut M3 ● ● ● ●

Honey Elm M4 ● ● ●

Sax Oak M5 ● ●

RONDO 50

Sand Beige P1 ● ● ● ●

Moist White P2 ● ● ● ● ●

Walnut P3 ● ● ●

Cherry P4 ● ●

Oak P5 ● ●

MEZZO FORTE 50

Sakura 20 ●

Kuwazome 21 ●

Wakakusa 22 ●

Enji 23 ●

Aizome 24 ● ●

Murasaki 25 ●

Sumi 26 ● ●

Kinari 27 ● ●

Pearl White 28 ● ●

Pearl Silver 29 ● ●

Caprid Grey 30 ●

Onyx Pale 31 ●

Walnut White 32 ● ●

Guinea Wenge 33 ● ●

●: Recommended
combination



sumai.panasonic.jp/sumai_create/simulation/

You can easily simulate wall, floor, and door combinations 

by selecting colors for each.Seek your favorite combination.

33Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

STYLISH 

MODERAN
Japanese Modern CASUAL Natural VILLA RESORT

MODERAN 

CLASSIC
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Door patterns

MEZZO FORTE 50

Walnut Natural 35 ● ●

Baked Oak 36 ●

Trinity Oak 38 ● ●

Ebony White 39  ● ●

Ebony Dark 40 ● ●

Rough sawn Elm 41 ● ●

Trino Walnut 42 ● ●

Walnut Medium 43 ●

Mahogany 45 ● ●

Walnut Deep 46 ● ●

LEBHAFT 40

Black Oak XJ ● ● ● ● ●

Navy Oak XZ ● ● ● ●

Blue Grey Oak XG ● ●

Smokey Rose XR ●

Walnut XT ● ● ● ●

Cherry XP ● ●

Oak XK ● ● ●

Maple XN ● ● ●

White Oak XW ● ● ● ●

ALLEGRO 30

Dark Brown RT ● ● ●

Medium Beige  RQ ● ● ●

Light Beige RL ● ● ● ●

White RF ● ● ●

Blue RB ●

Pink Beige RP ●

Yellow RY ●

MARCATO 30

Crystal White U1 ● ●

Silky Gold U2 ● ●

Shine Black U3 ● ●

TRILL 30

Line dark VT ● ● ●

Line medium VX ● ● ● ●

Line light VQ ● ●

Line white VW ● ●

Shade Brown VB ● ●

Shade White VG ● ●

RITARDANDO 30 Matte White JS ● ● ● ● ●

Arpe 20

Soft Walnut TT ● ● ● ●

Soft Cherry TQ ● ● ●

Soft Oak TV ● ●

White Ash TU ● ●

GIOCOSO 20

Beige LB ● ● ● ●

Beauty White LW ● ● ●

Yellow LK ● ●

Middle Gray LG ● ● ●

MODERATO 10
Dark Grey IJ ● ●

White IF ● ● ● ● ●

●: Recommended
combination



For s Order, please see the information on page 55.34

The kitchen can be tightly fit 

into between the walls.

Applicable to depth of 600 mmThe locations of the sink and Hob can be changed.

300600300100

30060038020

● Standard plan ● Plan that increases 
　the space beside the Hob

● Plan focused on 
　functionality

Space for small appliances / serving Space for cooking

Space for drying dishes

Dish 
washer/
dryer

Microwave
oven

◎Most old kitchens are 

600 mm in depth.

These kitchens can be 

directly replaced by the 

current kitchen without 

restricting passage. 

(sOrder)

●The width can be extended to either the sink side or 

Hob side, if adjustments are needed.

●The extended portion is adjusted with filler, joint rods, 

or end panels.

The allocation of space for the sink and Hob and the combination of storage units and 

built-in apparatuses can be selected.

*The following plan is one example. Other combinations are also available.

Even if space is limited, 

the size of the kitchen can 

be adjusted to your house.

Depth 600 mm

●

◎

●
●

Space not in use

Make the best of the space

Even in case of any restriction on 

the opening, the width can be 

changed to make the kitchen tightly 

fit into the wall. (sOrder)

In order to avoid interference with 

windows, the height can be changed to 

make effective use of space. (sOrder)

Height: 550 mmHeight: 700 mm

Tightly fit into the wall

Rest assured that, despite any restrictions or 
necessary renovations, we will work with the building 
conditions in an attentive and detailed manner.

S T Y L I N G

P O I N T

06



35Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

(Unit: mm)

Piping space can be secured while ensuring storage space.

● ●

　
●

　

◎Support for dividing a bottommost drawer (support for renovation)

300 300 300

Piping

Storage StoragePiping
space

(Example)

Piping space

Sliding 
storage unit

Piping space*

Slide storage
450 300

W750

300 450

W750

300

W900

600

300

W900

600

600

W1050

450

750 300

600

W1050

450300

W1050

300450

450 300300

300 300

W900

300

The piping space can be 

secured while enduring the 

storage space by dividing 

the bottommost drawer.

●

●

*The piping space is fixed.

Fixed = Fixed door

(The door does not open.)

Components are processed 

so as to tightly match 

the building conditions.

● In addition, units with piping space are available upon request. 

For details on lineups and prices, see the Design catalog.

◎Combination patterns for the piping space and sliding storage units

● The combination patterns shown below can be calculated with WEB How’s.

● The positions of the piping space can be rearranged on-site.

*Sizes and positions for which 

the post can be cut out vary with 

the pattern of the counter and the kitchen plan.

sOrder

Upper rail of 
the range hood Wall unit

Even in case of any beams like those 

found in condominiums, the kitchen 

can be tightly fit into the space.

The counter and the unit are cut to 

the size of the post and beautifully 

fit into the space. (sOrder)



PLAN LIST
［ Example plans ］

Ⅰ type High Step open kitchen plan (Peninsula)

L type (I type layout) + Island kitchen plan L type Low Step open + 

High counter kitchen plan

Ⅰ type wall-mounting + 

Hatch type, small appliance storage, 

high counter kitchen plan

L type wall-mounting + 

Island kitchen plan

Ⅰ type wall-mounting + 

Small appliance, open counter kitchen plan

36



Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Ⅱ type wall-mounting + 

Semi-floating type island kitchen plan

U-type flat, semi-floating type 

open kitchen plan

Ⅰ type wall-mounting kitchen plan Ⅰ type wall-mounting + 

Hatch type, small appliance storage, high counter kitchen plan

Ⅱ type sink open kitchen planⅠ type island kitchen plan

Open kitchen plan (Peninsula) Smart Step open kitchen plan (Peninsula)

37



For s Order, please see the information on page 55.38



Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

2610
650

3490

2290
933

650

(Unit: mm)

Door patterns Counter

Kitchen

unit 

Wall unit ： Matte White（JS）
Floor unit ： Honey Elm（M4）

GRALIO

Granite Black 

Cupboard

unit
Matte White（JS） ━

Including s Order items

Ⅱ type

Ⅱ type wall-mounting + 

Semi-floating type 

island kitchen plan

The slim counter and the detail of the stepped-in base 

molding offer a furniture-like feeling. 

Point recommended by Kitchen Planner

39



For s Order, please see the information on page 55.40



Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Door patterns Counter

Kitchen

unit 
Moist White（P2） FLINT

Grey

Cupboard

unit
━ ━

2630

450
933

2270

2420
(Unit: mm)

Designed with a counter having different depths on three 

sides, the U type kitchen plan secures a wide work area in 

a limited space. A popular option is to match the door and 

counter so that the look is simple but in good taste.

Point recommended by Kitchen Planner

L type

U-type flat, 

semi-floating type 

open kitchen plan

Including s Order items

41



Door patterns Counter

Kitchen

unit 
Ecru Oak（NA） Caesar Stone

Snow

Cupboard

unit
Ecru Oak（NA） Caesar Stone

Snow

1416

650

3000 3000

916

650

(Unit: mm)

The L type is provided with a spacious island counter that 

is easy to use for making sweets and hosting parties. The 

rail and ornamental window made of natural wood create 

the feeling of the traditional, chic French kitchen.

Point recommended by Kitchen Planner

L type

L type wall-mounting + 

Island kitchen plan

Including s Order items

For s Order, please see the information on page 55.42



Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples. 43



(Unit: mm)

3970

650

483
1856

Door patterns Counter

Kitchen

unit 
Cherry（XP） FLINT

Grano White

Cupboard

unit
Cherry（XP） FLINT

Grano White

Ⅰ type

Ⅰ type wall-mounting + 

Small appliance, 

open counter kitchen plan

The villa-style kitchen makes you feel as if you are in the 

country-side. The cherry pattern door matches the floor to 

give the LDK a coordinated look.

Point recommended by Kitchen Planner

Including s Order items

For s Order, please see the information on page 55.44



Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Including s Order items

Door patterns Counter

Kitchen

unit 
White（AA） FLINT

View white

Cupboard

unit
White（AA）
Walnut（DT） ━

Open kitchen

Open kitchen plan

(Peninsula)

Mirror finish doors and natural wood. Coordinating 

different materials produces a modern look. The handle-

free doors have a refined appearance.

Point recommended by Kitchen Planner

(Unit: mm)940
6502755

3645

45



750
2850

1360

535
650

450

2270

Door patterns Counter

Kitchen

unit 
Aizome（24） FLINT

Pebble White

Cupboard

unit
Aizome（24） FLINT

Pebble White

3640

2589

933

450

(Unit: mm)

The island comes with storage space that is accessible 

from the kitchen and showcase shelving on the dining side 

for decorative items.

Point recommended by Kitchen Planner

The sink and Hob are installed side-by-side on an L-shaped 

counter that ties in beautifully with the cupboard.

Point recommended by Kitchen Planner

Including s Order items on the cupboard side

Door patterns Counter

Kitchen

unit 
Oak（XK） FLINT

View white

Cupboard

unit
Oak（XK） Caesar Stone

Night Sky

Open kitchen

Smart Step open kitchen plan 

(Peninsula)

L type

L type (I type layout) + 

Island kitchen plan

(Unit: mm)

For s Order, please see the information on page 55.46
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Including s Order items

3020 2383

2285
933

The compact layout smartly positions the kitchen system, 

the small appliance storage unit, and the dish storage units 

to best serve cooks. The low step counter hides hands 

from view behind a raised partition that works perfectly for 

serving and clearing the dining area.

Point recommended by Kitchen Planner

(Unit: mm)

Door patterns Counter

Kitchen

unit 
Sand Beige（M1） FLINT

Grano White

Cupboard

unit
Sand Beige（M1） FLINT

Grano White

L type

L type Low Step open + 

High counter kitchen plan

650

2570

(Unit: mm)

Counter with a slim approach and a riser beside the foot 

that enhance a furniture-like look. These features make a 

stylish impression.

Point recommended by Kitchen Planner

Door patterns Counter

Kitchen

unit Moon Walnut（M3） FLINT
View white

Cupboard

unit
━ ━

Ⅰ type 

Ⅰ type 

wall-mounting kitchen plan

47



An open counter capable of loosely partitioning the space is 

installed between the wall-mounting kitchen and the dining 

area. The high counter that stores small appliances and trash 

bin underneath is useful as a serving area facing the dining side.

Point recommended by Kitchen Planner

Door patterns Counter

Kitchen

unit 
Matte White（AS） FLINT

View white

Cupboard

unit
Matte White（AS） FLINT

View white

Ⅰ type 

Ⅰ type wall-mounting + 

Hatch type, small appliance 

storage, high counter kitchen plan

Including s Order items 2550

683
650

7501692 (Unit: mm)

For s Order, please see the information on page 55.48



Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Door patterns Counter

Kitchen

unit 
Soft Oak（TV） FLINT

Grano White

Cupboard

unit
White Ash（TU） ━

1840
2760

920

933450 2573

(Unit: mm)

This plan coordinates the colors of the kitchen and dining 

space, and provides a storage space for dishes and small 

appliances at the back of the kitchen.

Point recommended by Kitchen Planner

Open kitchen

Ⅰ type High Step 

open kitchen plan (Peninsula)

Door patterns Counter

Kitchen

unit 
White（IF） ━

Cupboard

unit
White（IF） FLINT View 

white

Space for small appliances and trash bin is provided in 

the island unit. This plan is also recommended for condo 

renovation, considering the view from the living area.

Point recommended by Kitchen Planner

Ⅰ type 

Ⅰ type wall-mounting + 

Hatch type, small appliance 

storage, high counter kitchen plan

49



What we think is important 

to respond to the feelings of 

each and every one of you.

At our showroom, professional 

advisors offer courteous consulting.

You can touch actual kitchens 

and operate the equipment.

To cast your hopes and dreams into 

shape, please visit our showroom.

Please let us hear 
your feelings.

Door patterns Counter

Kitchen

unit 
Black Oak（XJ） Caesar Stone

Night Sky

Cupboard

unit
Black Oak（XJ） Caesar Stone

Night Sky

This plan incorporates two sitting styles: one for “dining” 

and one for “gathering”.

Point recommended by Kitchen Planner

Remindful of an old farmhouse, this kitchen is perfect for 

spending time together and hosting parties.

Point recommended by Kitchen Planner

Door patterns Counter

Kitchen

unit 
Olive Green（KZ） FLINT View white

Cupboard

unit
Gray（KJ） ━

Ⅰ type 

Ⅰ type island kitchen plan

Ⅱ type

Ⅱ type sink open kitchen plan

50
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What we think is important 

to respond to the feelings of 

each and every one of you.

At our showroom, professional 

advisors offer courteous consulting.

You can touch actual kitchens 

and operate the equipment.

To cast your hopes and dreams into 

shape, please visit our showroom.

Please let us hear 
your feelings.
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S H O W R O O M

P L A N N I N G  

S T E P

If you have any clippings or photos from 

magazines, please bring them along with you 

to the showroom. This will help you accurately 

convey your thoughts and make discussions 

proceed smoothly.

Assuming everyday life, slippers have been 

prepared in the showroom. Please check the 

counter height after taking off high-heeled 

footwear.

S T E P ①

Come to 
the Reception 
Counter.

S T E P ② S T E P ④

Have a look at 
various kitchen 
plans.

S T E P ③

Try operating 
the actual 
equipment.

Our planners 
prepare 
a drawing.

Feel free to talk to our staff so that 

they understand what you want.

Our professional advisers will make 

suggestions on kitchen styles that 

fit your tastes and lifestyle.

At our showroom, the latest kitchen 

plans are on display.

We will show you around the showroom, 

because we want you to see a variety 

of different kitchen styles and expand 

your idea of what you can do.

In addition, there are room exhibits 

that show how kitchen equipment can 

be coordinated with various interiors. 

Seeing different styles will help you 

find what suits you.

What about the height and 

area of the counter?

Why not change into slippers and 

stand in front of the counter and sink?

We are sure you will discover 

the counter height and workspace 

perfect for you.

❶

❷

❸
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Please bring a floor plan with you. 

We recommend that you measure the locations 

and sizes of windows and doors in your kitchen, 

as well as the sizes of your refrigerator, small 

appliances, and cupboard in advance. 

This helps us  to plan your dream kitchen.

Horizontally extend your arms. The distance 

between your furthest fingertips is nearly 

equal to your height. In addition, measure the 

size of your hand. This helps you estimate the 

depth of the drawer.

Color samples help a lot. Even when the same 

term of blue is used, it involves different tastes 

such as sky blue, azure, and navy blue. It is 

recommended to bring color samples such as 

your favorite colored paper along with you. 

This helps you select a door pattern.

S T E P ①

Come to 
the Reception 
Counter.

S T E P ② S T E P ④

Have a look at 
various kitchen 
plans.

S T E P ③

Try operating 
the actual 
equipment.

Our planners 
prepare 
a drawing.
Our professionals plot your kitchen 

on a perspective projection and 

CG graphics, and show you specific 

combinations of door colors and units. 

When your dream is put into shape, 

you get excited, don't you?

The best way to check the usability of drawers and motor-driven 

elevating wall units is to actually move them. You should see for 

yourself the clever ideas behind these storage units.

❶ What about the usability of the storage equipment?

If you touch doors one by one, you will find surprising differences in 

texture and color tones among them. The way a door looks varies 

with the door pattern, handles, and matching counter. Take time to 

compare the door patterns.

❷ What about your favorite door pattern?

As for the sizes of interior doors and flooring materials, you should 

see and carefully check the actual products. If you effectively use 

different types of lighting, you will be able to produce relaxation and 

fun moods as you want. Experience various atmospheres.

❸ What about interior doors, flooring materials, and lighting?
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I T E M  S E L E C T

Doors & Handles

Counters & Sinks

Floor units

Wall units

Options

Cupboards

Cupboard variations

Active wall storage

Tall pantries

Small appliance storage

56

70

80

87

92

97

111

102

104

99

Universal Design Mark

Panasonic chooses UD products 

according to its internal standards and 

puts this UD mark on them to highlight 

their features/advantages.

Marks related to product specifications

Good Design Award

Kids Design Award

The Kids Design Award is a prize that is 

awarded to designs that contribute to the 

safety and security of children, open a 

path to creativity and the future, and make 

it easier to have and raise children.

The Good Design Award is a 

comprehensive design evaluation and 

commendation system in Japan. It is not 

intended to simply stimulate competition in 

the beauty of things, but to award a prize to 

designs that develop various industries and 

enhance the quality of people’s lives.

Other marks

U Order Product

U Order allow you to customize 

standard products to your taste by 

changing door colors, unit shapes, 

dimensions, and layouts.

Mark for featuring the delivery of product

55
Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. 

Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.



Chocolate［AU］

White［AA］Olive Green［AZ］

Matt white［AS］◆

Matte metallic［AM］◆

Plum Red［AX］

Gray［AJ］

Beige［AQ］

Doors & Handles

Handle-less design with a door and a hand grip 

integrated into one unit Panasonic finishes this flagship 

door series by applying a coat of paint to every door 

panel with craftsmanship.

LAPLESS 80 Series
(single color)*

Grade 80

◆ Matt finish

◆ Matt finish

Door variations available in 16 series and 100 patterns.

Handles available in 10 types.

You'd like to have a kitchen 

where you can enjoy cooking every day.

A kitchen just for your home, that’s 

why there is a story to tell.

After listening to such desires and contemplating 

color tones, Panasonic chose 16 series of 

cabinet doors in 100 color patterns.

★Not available in matt white [AS] 
　and matt metallic [AM]

Mirror surface
★
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Walnut［DT］Chocolate［KU］

White［KA］ Cherry［DM］Olive Green［KZ］

Matte White［KH］◆

Matt metallic［KM］◆

Ash［DH］Plum Red［KX］

Gray［KJ］

Beige［KQ］

Products marked with * require longer to delivery than usual.

The wood grains and single color patterns marked with * may differ in direction (vertical or horizontal) 

depending on where they are used. Please refer to the information on pages 67 to 69.

Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Wood grain pattern Natural-wood 
sliced veneer

Showy door series Panasonic has designed and dedicated 

to men and women who are living a brilliant life. A careful 

finishing coat of paint applied to every door panel with 

craftsmanship makes your cabinet doors attractive.

The Maestoso 70 Series uses sliced veneer 

made of natural wood to produce a masterful 

look. The natural grain creates an ambiance in 

which time passes slowly and calmly.

Grade 70

PRALLTRILLER 70 Series
(single color)*

MAESTOSO 70 Series
(Wood grain pattern*)*

◆ Matt finish

◆ Matt finish

Mirror surface
★

★Not available in matt white [KH] 
　and matt metallic [KM]
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The Religioso 60 Series offers time-honored traditional 

framed doors that are finished by applying a high quality 

texture to the natural-wood material. The Series is also 

available in a new elegant white-based color.

Doors & Handles

Grade 50Grade 60

●The aluminum handle (LCA) and long bar handle (HFS) cannot be 

mounted on the Religioso 60 Series.

●The shape and whether a door frame is included or not vary with the 

size of the door. (For details, please see the information on page 69.)

RELIGIOSO 60 series
Our recommendation for handles

●The position of the handgrip 

  varies with the item. 

［ HCE ］

Wood grain pattern Natural-wood 
sliced veneer

RELIGIOSO 60 Series
(Wood grain pattern*)*

ARCO 50 Series
(Single color/ Wood grain pattern*)

Sand Beige［M1］

Moon Walnut［M3］

Honey Elm［M4］

Brown Oak［NY］

Cherry［NN］

Medium Oak ［NM］

Ecru Oak ［NA］

Moist White［M2］

Sax Oak［M5］

Material: Aluminum

The Arco 50 Series is simply designed without handles to 

express the beautiful straight-grained pattern seen with 

stringed instruments. A lineup of white and beige colors 

that give cabinet doors a calm appearance is also available.

［ HCB ］
Material: Aluminum
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Products marked with * require longer to delivery than usual.

The wood grains and single color patterns marked with * may differ in direction (vertical or horizontal) 

depending on where they are used. Please refer to the information on pages 67 to 69.

Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

RONDO 50 Series
(Single color/ Wood grain pattern*)

●The aluminum handle (LCA) and long bar handle (HFS) cannot be 

mounted on the Religioso 60 Series.

●The shape and whether a door frame is included or not vary with the 

size of the door. (For details, please see the information on page 69.)

Sand Beige ［P1］

Walnut［P3］

Cherry［P4］

Moist White ［P2］

Oak［P5］

The Rondo 50 Series features simply-designed framed 

doors rhythmically coupled to produce a fashionable 

ambiance that mixes modern and classical elements.
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Doors & Handles

The Mezzo Forte 50 Series has a lineup of color patterns that 

echo of “strong individuality” like music played at mezzo forte. 

This Series is highly recommended for those who want to 

realize a “kitchen of my own”.

MEZZO FORTE 50 Series
(Single color/ Wood grain patter*/Abstract pattern)*

Grade 50

Murasaki［25］ 
Mirror surface

Sumi［26］ 
Mirror surface

Kinari［27］ 
Mirror surface

Pearl White ［28］ 
Mirror surface

Pearl Silver ［29］ 
Mirror surface

Sakura［20］ 
Mirror surface

Walnut White［32］*

Trinity Oak［38］*Kuwazome［21］ 
Mirror surface

Guinea Wenge［33］*

Ebony White［39］ 
Mirror surface *

Wakakusa［22］ 
Mirror surface

Ebony Dark［40］ 
Mirror surface *

Enji［23］ 
Mirror surface

Walnut Natural［35］* Rough sawn Elm［41］ 
Mirror surface *

Aizome［24］ 
Mirror surface

Caprid Grey［30］

Onyx Pale［31］ 
Mirror surface

Vintage Elm［37］*
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Products marked with * require longer to delivery than usual.

The wood grains and single color patterns marked with * may differ in direction (vertical or horizontal) 

depending on where they are used. Please refer to the information on pages 67 to 69.

Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Mahogany［45］ 
Mirror surface *

Walnut Deep［46］ 
Mirror surface *

Trino Walnut［42］ 
Mirror surface *

Walnut Medium［43］ 
Mirror surface *

Caution ●The delivery period, lineup of components, and shape of some components 

of the Mezzo Forte 50 Series differ from other door patterns .
●End panels for wall mounting are specific to the Mezzo Forte 50 Series.

●Not applicable to active wall storage.
●Components/Materials of discontinued products shall be replaced by 

those for door patterns available at that time.

385・452
    mm

375・
442
mm

The end panel of the Mezzo Forte 50 Series 

protrudes by approximately 10 mm from 

the front surface of the wall unit door

 (due to large corner roundness).

*The figure above shows an example of the end panel for wall mounting. 

With the hatch type, the end panels on both the kitchen and dining 

sides protrude.
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Doors & Handles

Can be coordinated with VERITIS Series Interior Materials. 
(Excluding the XR pattern)

The Lebhaft 40 Series vividly distinguishes the wood 

grain patterns by overlaying a variety of woods of 

different colors and tones.

The Allegro 30 Series uses bright pleasant color 

patterns to give kitchens  an allegro tone. The 

door patterns are designed in basic colors for 

easy coordination.

Black Oak［XJ］

Navy Oak［XZ］

Blue Grey Oak［XG］

Smokey Rose［XR］

Walnut［XT］

Cherry［XP］

Oak［XK］

Maple［XN］

Dark Brown［RT］

Medium Beige  ［RQ］

Light Beige ［RL］

White［RF］

Yellow ［RY］

Blue［RB］

Pink Beige ［RP］

White Oak［XW］

LEBHAFT 40 Series
(Wood grain pattern*)

ALLEGRO 30 Series
(Single color)

Grade 40 Grade 30

Mirror surfaceWood grain pattern

Matte White［JS］

RITARDANDO 30 Series
(Single color)

The Ritardando 30 Series 

offers a simple, matt white 

door that blends into white 

wall kitchens as if it were 

custom-made furniture.
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MARCATO 30 Series
(Single color)

The wood grains and single color patterns marked with * may differ in direction (vertical or horizontal) 

depending on where they are used. Please refer to the information on pages 67 to 69.

Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

The Marcato 30 Series makes every kitchen 

unique by using simple, shiny transparent colors. 

The catchy glass-coated look is one of the 

features of this Series.

Crystal White［U1］

Silky Gold ［U2］

Shine Black［U3］

Mirror surface
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Doors & Handles

Wood grain pattern

The Arpe 20 Series offers lively, horizontal wood grain 

patterns that project a soft warm look that is easy to 

coordinate with most indoor spaces.

Soft Walnut［TT］

Soft Cherry［TQ］

Soft Oak［TV］

White Ash［TU］

Line dark［VT］

Line medium［VX］

Line light［VQ］

Line white［VW］

Shade Brown［VB］

Shade White［VG］

TRILL 30 Series
(Wood grain pattern*)

ARPE 20 Series
(Wood grain pattern*)

Grade 30 Grade 20

Mirror surface Wood grain pattern

The Trill 30 Series offers wood grain doors with a mirror surface 

and subtle changes to the tone and pattern of the horizontal 

grain that produce a rhythmical atmosphere. The lineup 

includes a simple line pattern and a shaded pattern.
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The wood grains and single color patterns marked with * may differ in direction (vertical or horizontal) 

depending on where they are used. Please refer to the information on pages 67 to 69.

Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Basic, single color door series. The lineup of the 

Giocoso 20 Series includes a bright yellow pattern that 

creates a joyful ambiance, in addition to white, grey, 

and beige patterns that readily match interior decors.

The Moderato 10 Series provides a lineup of two 

monochrome patterns -- white and dark grey -- that 

easy match any indoor space. This Series can produce 

a simple mood in moderate color patterns.

Mirror surface

Dark Grey［IJ］

White［IF］

Beige［LB］

Beauty White［LW］

Yellow［LK］

Middle Gray［LG］

MODERATO 10 Series
(single color)

GIOCOSO 20 Series
(single color)

Grade 10
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Doors & Handles

■ The appearance of a kitchen varies with the design of the handle you choose in addition to the color of the cabinet doors.

*1: The grip handle (HFS) and the aluminum line handle (LCA) cannot be chosen for the Religoso 60 Series and Rondo 50 Series.

*2: Combination with the slim counter is available only with the FPS system.

●Handles for corner wagons (90 cm x 90 cm, see page 85) and for Smart Step/Low Step 

open kitchens are only available in one dedicated type regardless of the door pattern. 
●Some of the handles shown above cannot be mounted on doors of some shapes and types. 

■ Please choose your favorite handle from the 10 types shown below.

［ HAE ］  ［ HAW ］［ HAS ］ ［ HCB ］［ HFS ］*1

●Sold at the same price.

［ HDE ］ ［ HHS ］ ［ LCA ］*1 *2［ HDA ］［ HCE ］

Change to an aluminum 
line handle.
(Silver/LCA handle)

Change to a grip handle.
(Silver/HDA handle)

Change to a black handle.
(Black/HDE handle)

Change to a grip handle Change to a black handleChange to an aluminum line handle

Grip handle
(Silver/HFS handle)

Precautions for using doors and handles

The cross-sectional shape is 
designed to fit fingers perfectly and 
make cabinet doors easier to pull out.

●Cabinet doors of the Lapless 80 Series and Arco 50 Series are designed 

with an integrated handle, therefore the handle cannot be chosen.
●The HCB handle has some fluctuations in the colored coating so that it will 

exhibit a sophisticated texture.

*〈Material〉 Aluminum (［HHS］ only zinc)

[HHS] Handle
●The HHS handle is oval is shape 

and designed to go with framed 
doors and give a modest accent 
when used in combination with flat 
doors. It is finished with a luxurious 
chromium-plated mirror surface.
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Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

1800mm

900mm*3: The pattern direction 

of the decorative 

panel (3' x 6') shows 

that when viewed 

from the direction 

shown on the right.

Flat open/

Island kitchen table type

Floating open/Island/

Panel type

High Step open 

kitchen type

*4: Religioso 60 Series may have different horizontal directions of patterns depending on the door size.  

For details, please refer to the information on page 69.

Because plate sizes and printing techniques vary from series to series, 

grains printed on the door, end panel, and upper baseboard may run 

in different directions (vertical or horizontal).

Directions of wood grain patterns:

： 食洗用パネルA

： ハッチ接続用エンドパネル  （トール用）
E

： ハッチ接続用エンドパネル  （フロア用）
F

： 幕板D

：  フィラーB

フロア用・ウォール用

トール用

： エンドパネル  （フロートプラン・スマートステップ対面以外）
G

扉・引き前板・レンジフード上幕板（扉材仕様）

シリーズ部位

目地棒

化粧パネル（3’×6’）※3

： 上幅木C

： フロートプラン用エンドパネルH

縦目 横目 縦目 横目

縦目 縦目 縦目

縦目

縦目

縦目 縦目

縦目 縦目

縦目

縦目 横目 縦目 横目

縦目 横目 縦目 横目

横目 横目

横目

横目

横目 横目 横目

横目

縦目 縦目 縦目

縦目

縦目 横目 縦目 横目

縦目 縦目

縦目

縦目

縦目

横目 縦目 横目

： 背面パネル   （フロートプラン・スマートステップ対面以外）
J

縦目
3分割

縦目

縦目 横目

： フロートプラン用背面パネルI

： スマートステップ対面用  エンドパネル
K

： スマートステップ対面用  背面化粧パネル
L

： スマートステップ対面用引き戸扉M

： スマートステップ対面用開き扉N

： ハイステップ対面用化粧パネル  水切り背面用
O

： 引き戸ユニット用扉P

横目

縦目

縦目

横目

横目

横目

横目 横目

横目

横目

横目

A

B

D E

F

G

G

G

B

C
C

IH

JG

E20 V30 框木目X40 N60 D70

●框付の扉・引き前板はサイズによって框部分の柄方向が異なります。

K L

横目

縦目 縦目 横目横目

縦目

縦目

縦目

縦目

縦目

縦目

横目

横目

縦目

縦目

縦目

縦目

縦目

縦目

縦目
3分割

横目

横目

横目

横目

縦目

縦目

K N

G

O

P ※1

K M

縦目

Arpe 20 LEBHAFT 40

MAESTOSO 70

ARCO 50

MEZZO FORTE 50
(Horizontal pattern)

TRILL 30

RELIGIOSO 60

RONDO 50

MEZZO FORTE 50
(Vertical pattern)

Door, sliding front panel, and upper frieze board 
of range hood (Door material specification)

Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical

Joint strip Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical

Decorative panel (3’×6’)*3 Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical

●A ： Panel for dish washer Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical

●B ： Filler

Used for floor/wall Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical

Used for tall pantry Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical

●C ： Upper baseboard Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal

●D ： Frieze board Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal

●E ： 
End panel used for connection to hatch

 (for tall pantry)
Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical

●F ： End panel used for connection to hatch

 (for floor)
Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical

●G ： End panel 

(except for the floating,semi-floating)
Vertical Vertical Vertical Vertical

●H ： 
End panel (used for the floating, 

semi-floating and round access plans)
Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical

●I ： Back surface decorative panel 

(used for floating plan)
Horizontal

Vertical
Three 

divisions
Horizontal

Vertical
Three 

divisions

●J ： Back surface decorative panel 

(except for floating) 
Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal

●K ： Flashing finish of the back surface of 

decorative panel for High Step open type
Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical

●L ： Sliding door used for Low Step open type Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical

●M ： Hinged door used for Semi-floating 

Low Step open type
Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical

●N ： End panel used for the riser part of 

semi-floating type
Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal

●O ： Base molding decorative panel used for 

the riser of semi-floating type
Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal

Portion

Series

*The availability of split and non-split 

type varies with the door pattern.

*4

●G

●G

●J

Low Step open/Island/

Panel type

●G
●J

●H ●I

●O

Low Step open/Island/

Sliding door type

●G ●L

Low Step open/Island/

Open type

●G
●M

Semi-floating open/Island type

Round access open/Island type

●M●H

●N ●O
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Doors & Handles

Doors made of natural wood/natural wood sliced veneer have 

moderate color variations, spots, and gnarls unique to natural wood, 

therefore the wood grain patterns vary with each door. Furthermore, 

wood doors take on a seasoned look as time goes by because of 

color changes. Please note the foregoing precautions before choosing 

natural wood cabinet doors, in order to make effective use of resources

The matt metallic door pattern fits minimalistic designs that focus on functional beauty. The matt 

shade with reduced gloss fits into a variety of different interior decors without making a loud 

statement. The color hue varies with the direction in which you look at the door and the angle of 

light, therefore you will be entertained by the different appearances of your cabinet doors.

The characteristics of each individual tree such as 

the different tones between the gnarls, core wood and 

sapwood are shown on the sheet.

RELIGIOSO 60 Series

[Gum]
Black spots and gnarls specific 
to cherry wood appear. These 
are made of solidified resin and 
mineral substances.

[Tiger stripes]
White stripe-looking 
patterns appear.
(Specific to oak and 
Japanese ash)

[Strings/Stains (common)]
Though rare, discolored areas can 
appear like fine strings (common to 
all tree species).

[Gnarls (common)]
Gnarls appear due to the use of 
natural wood
 (common to all tree species).

[Apricot]
There are cases where uneven grains appear.

[Gnarl/Lamina joint]
Gnarls specific to cherry 
wood appear. 
There may be clumps of 
small gnarls (lamina joints).

[Bark pocket]
Bark that got entangled during the tree’s 
growth appears black.

Name of series Tree species

MAESTOSO 70 (Walnut) Walnut sliced veneer

MAESTOSO 70 (Cherry) Cherry sliced veneer

MAESTOSO 70 (Ash) Ash veneer

RELIGIOSO 60 (Brown Oak, Medium Oak, Ecru Oak) Frame : Oak solid wood, Panel: Oak sliced veneer

RELIGIOSO 60 (Cherry) Frame : Cherry solid wood, Panel: Cherry sliced veneer

For using the Natural Wood Door Series:

Matt metallic door pattern

For wood grain patterns:

Caution For doors with wood grain pattern/single-color grain pattern 
(doors marked with “ * ” on pages 57 to 64) 

(Example) LEBHAFT 40 Series

[Stripes]
Shade of striped grain 
pattern unique to walnut

[Gum pockets]
Black spots and gnarls 
caused by solidified resin 
specific to cherry wood

[Tiger stripes]
Rare wood grain pattern that 
is specific to oak wood and 
resembles the pattern of tiger fur

[Sugar]
Brown and black spots 
appearing in dotted lines along 
the grain of maple wood

MAESTOSO 70 Series

For door samples, please visit a Panasonic showroom.

[Variations in color]
Some variations in color are due to the 
use of wood of different characteristics. 
Panasonic makes every effort to use 
resources efficiently and waste nothing 
(common to all tree species).

Depending on the wood grain, the patterns on adjacent cabinet doors may differ significantly, 

which can give the whole kitchen plan a different look or, inversely, instill a feeling of uniformity.
*Particularly the inconsistencies are noticed more with horizontal grains.

The wood grain 
patterns on adjacent 
doors do not line up.

The wood grain 
patterns on adjacent 
doors line up with 
each other.

(Example) ARCO 50 Series

Image of kitchen plan
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Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Please note that the shape of 

the door varies with its size.

RELIGIOSO 60 Series RONDO 50 Series

The photo shows 
the Religioso 60 
Series 
Brown Oak (NY).

Rail (Horizontal pattern)

Panel 
(Vertical pattern)

Stile
(Vertical pattern)

The photo shows 
the Rondo 50 
Series 
Oak Pattern (P5).

Rail (Horizontal pattern)

Panel 
(Vertical pattern)

Stile 
(Vertical pattern)

The design differs when making 
a change to the shape.

●Front door of the small drawer beside the oven

●Front panel of corner wagon measuring W900 x L900

●750-wide side door for corner measuring W105 x L750

●Floor sliding door for Low Step open kitchen

●Beam notch of the upper frieze board of the range hood door

●Front door of filler

*When making a change to the unit size through U Order: 

The delivered door may be flat and without any rails depending on the 

door size.  Please contact your Panasonic representative, if you have 

any concerns.

Basic shape

Carved shape
(Not framed)

Framed doors with simple frame 

materials joined by miter joints. The 

product lineup includes frames coated 

in a single color such as white or beige, 

which is the standard trend in Europe, 

besides the basic wood grain patterns. 

The frame-assembled non-seamless 

design produces a moderately elegant 

atmosphere in a modern space.

［ Hinged door ］ ［ Drawer door ］
215 mm 
or less 216 mm 

or less in 
height

216 mm 
or more

（    　）Same 
for the 
sliding 
front 
panel

(Horizontal pattern)

For framed doors:

(Vertical pattern)

Example:

Front door of floor stocker
 (when the counter height is 800 mm)

Small drawer

150 mm in 
width 1.8-liter 
bottle storage

Items finished in a flat shape without frame:

●Front door of floor stocker when changing 

the counter height to 800 mm

●Front door of the small drawer beside the oven

●Sliding front door of 1.8-liter bottle storage of 

150 mm in width

●Front panel of corner wagon measuring W900 x L900

●750-wide side door for corner measuring W105 x L750

●Floor sliding door for Low Step open kitchen

●Beam notch of the upper apron of the range hood door

●Front door of filler

*When making a change to the unit size through U Order: 

The delivered doors may be flat and frameless 

depending on the door size.Please contact your 

Panasonic representative, if you have any concerns.

Items finished in a flat shape without frame:

Ecru oak (NA) is finished 

with a rough coat of greyish 

white paint in order to 

exhibit a chic French look.

For flat surfaces, the door is 

designed to have four edges.

(Edge material in the same color 

pattern as that of the door)

Guide price index table by door grade ［For standard kitchen plan with Type Ⅰ 2550 gas oven］MARCATO 30 Series (Single color)

When taking each door grade as 100, the approximate price index for other door grades comes to 

be as listed in the table below. When changing the pattern from Grade 60 to Grade 80, the guide 

price can be calculated by multiplying the price by the estimated approximate price index of 113.

Edges with a clear layer are used to exhibit 

transparency as if the surface is coated with 

glass. Depending on the viewing angle, the 

line may look shifted as if it gets refracted.

●Since the price varies with the contents of the plan, use the index as a guide.

Door grade 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10

Guide price index

100 94 89 75 73 67 64 61

106 100 94 80 77 71 68 65

113 106 100 85 82 76 72 69

133 125 117 100 96 89 85 81

138 130 122 104 100 92 88 84

149 141 132 113 109 100 96 91

156 147 138 118 113 104 100 96

163 154 145 123 119 109 105 100
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Counter
 Order products require different delivery times. For details, please refer to the information on page 55.

Artificial marble can be easily worked to 

a wide variety of shapes and sizes.

■ Selectable counter depth

Counter depth

Counter depth for the flat open/island kitchen plan is 

selectable from 2 sizes, 750 mm and 933 mm.

Artificial marble 
counter Natural texture 
and luxurious look.

Counter height can be selected from 80 cm, 85 cm and 90 cm to accommodate your body height.

3 counter heights

Guide for easy-to-use comfortable counter height

Body height (cm) ÷ 2 + 5 to 10 (cm)

90cm
・

85cm
・

80cm

●Counter height cannot be adjusted with some plans and units.

The counter height can be freely adjusted in 1 mm 

increments in the range of 80 cm to 90 cm. 

(No height changes are allowed after installation.)

Order

■ Selectable counter height

■   The thickness of the counter and the method for mounting the end panel are also selectable (See *1).

End panels enclose the 

counter into a neatly 

organized kitchen layout.

The gate design (See *4*5) 

produces a more 

luxurious atmosphere.

The overhanging end 

panel prevents anything 

from falling off the counter.

*1: This selection is not available with some counter patterns, kitchen plans, and components.

*2: Unless the thickness of the counter is 40 mm, there is a limitation to the models of Hobs that can be built in the counter.

*3: Caesar Stone and Greige counters are not available in a thickness of 60 mm.

*4: The artificial marble counter covers from the side to the top panel of the unit.

*5: The gate panel is not available for slim counters.

Mounting the end panel 

to the bottom of the counter

Gate panelMounting the end panel to the bottom 

of the counter + Changing the 

thickness of the counter (See *2*3) 

Order

Overhanging end panel

Changing the thickness to 

60 mm makes the counter 

look more stately and massive.

Counter 
depth:

650mm

Wall-mounting 
kitchen plan

Flat open/island 
kitchen plan

Counter 
depth:

933mm

The floating type and 

semi-floating type 

kitchen plans are 

only available in a 

depth of 933 mm.

Counter 
depth:

750mm

Since the way people use their kitchen counter is 

different from person to person, please come to 

check the counter height at the Panasonic Showroom. 

We urge you to try out our kitchen counters at the 

showroom in carpet slippers.

Kitchen counters can be selected to create the atmosphere you want for your kitchen.
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“GRALIO” Superb counter made of super shiny material organic glass-based material

Faithfully reproducing natural stone
The Gralio Series of artificial marble counters reproduce the “Glitter” and “Lamination” 

that natural stone has with the transparency of organic glass and the sparkle of mica. 

These counters create a more luxurious atmosphere.

Meticulous design properties
The countertop is finished to a leathered texture that is both practical and esthetically attractive. 

Counter end-faces are neatly finished to a square and flat shape. As a result, the surface is hard, 

resistant to scratching, and further makes any scratches unnoticeable.

Consideration for easy cleaning
Mixing water and oil repellents into the counter 

material makes stains easy to remove. 

So, cleaning is easier with the Gralio Series.

The Gralio Series is available in the following five patterns.

Super shiny material
(organic glass-based material)

Easy to clean
StainWater droplet

Jura Beige[XB]Granite Black [XE] Slate Black[XK] Basalt Grey[XN] Thassos White[XF]
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Counter

Providing a stylish and attractive kitchen
Making the counter look stylish with a thickness as slim 

as 17 mm gives the kitchen tasteful and inviting ambiance.

The front batten cleat presents the refined 

and attractive appearance of the counter. 

(Black or silver batten cleat is selectable.)

“Slim Counter” elaborately tailored in detail

(Fit on the kitchen side)
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Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Thassos White[XF]Jura Beige[XB]Granite Black[XE]

Grano White[YW] Pebble White[YF]Pink Flake[XP] Purple Flake[XL]

Available slim counters

Caution  Precautions for assembling the slim counter
●For the semi-floating type and floating type kitchen plans, and round access plan, the slim 

counter comes standard. It also can be used for the wall-mounting plan, Smart Step open 

plan, Low Step open plan, and High Step open kitchen plan.
●When using the components shown below in combination with the slim counter,  

the front batten cleat may stand out.

●hen using the components shown below in combination with the slim counter,  

the fixed door protrudes from the front batten cleat.

●When using the components shown below in combination with the slim counter, aluminum 

components (e.g., front batten cleat and outlet, or front batten cleat and handle) overlap with 

each other.

・Outlet for small appliances

*For an open side finish, the end panel must be mounted.

Cross-sectional shape of counters

(Unit: mm) 〈Without non-drip function and straining groove〉
GRALIO ○
GREIGE ─
FLINT 

except GREIGE
○

Except PaPaPa sink
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（GRALIO）

（FLINT）

• Middle home electric appliance storage Front batten cleat
Fixed door kit for high floor corner

Front batten cleatFront batten cleat

LAPLESS 80/ARCO 50 Series
•  Corner unit
• 1.8-liter bottle storage

Front batten cleatFront batten cleat

Open unit, i.e., components 
with no door equipped, including:
• Floor open unit
• Middle small appliance storage
• Middle microwave oven storage

Front batten cleatFront batten cleat

Slate Black[XK] Basalt Grey[XN]

View white[YP] Calm Grey[YN] Calm Beige[YU] Grey[YX]
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Counter

* *

* *

*

 Order products require different delivery times. For details, please refer to the information on page 55.

Types of 

counters

Shape of 
overhanging 
edge

Precautions 
for use

Material

Panasonic 
test 
standards 
for counters

Daily 
cleaning

Applicable 

sinks

Artificial marble counter

Caution  The Gralio Series requires joints at 
the junction of the counter and at 
the junction of the back guard.

Granite Black [XE]

Slate Black [XK]

Basalt Grey [XN]

•The back surface of artificial marble counters is coated in white.

Wipe the counter with a damp dishcloth or rub the counter with a sponge soaked in a kitchen 

detergent, and then wipe it with a damp dishcloth.  <For stubborn stains>  Rub the counter with a 

melamine sponge applied with cream cleanser and then wipe it with a damp dishcloth.

Wipe the counter with a damp dishcloth or rub the counter with a sponge soaked in a kitchen 

detergent, and then wipe it with a damp dishcloth.  <For stubborn stains> Wipe the counter with 

bleach diluted to 10%, and then thoroughly wipe it with a damp dishcloth.

Special acrylic resin

FLINTFLINT

Grey [YX]

Purple Flake [XL]

Be sure to use a trivet, etc. for daily use. Putting a heated pot, etc. directly on the counter will cause the counter to crack, discolor, or deform.

Grano White [YW]

Pebble White [YF]

Grade  2Grade  1

Caution  About FLINT counter * color pattern
In order to express the texture of the natural stone, fine black particles 

are sparsely injected. Therefore, color and pattern variations and 

joints may be conspicuous.
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〈Straining groove〉〈Non-drip shape〉
Floating type kitchen plan:

Calm Grey [YN] Pink Flake [XP]

Calm Beige [YU]

(Thickness: 40)

View white [YP]

FLINT

Grade  3

Lineup of counter patterns and applicable sinks

Jura Beige [XB]

Thassos White [XF]

Acrylic resin (organic glass materials)

"Grario" artificial marble countertops made of organic glass materials*

Grade  5

(Unit: mm)(Unit: mm)
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V-jointThe ▼indicates 
where adhesive 
for the junction 
is applied.

〈Without straining groove〉

• White joints appear at the junction of the counter and that of the 

back guard.

• A shadow may be cast over the counter depending on lighting 

due to the high transparency of the counter material and high 

degree of light transmission.

〈Junction of the L type kitchen plan〉

〈Junction of the back guard〉

• Joints appear at the junction of the counter.

(The photos above show the junction of the L type kitchen plan.)

Thassos white

Seams are finished as V-joints.

Heat 
resistance

Falling ball 
impact

A steel ball weighing 1 kg shall be dropped from a height of 60 cm or more onto the counter.

The counter shall not incur any deleterious deformation or cracking that affect functioning.

BL Standards

Specified Criteria

The counter shall not incur any significant discoloration or blistering after leaving an oil pan at a temperature of 280 ºC or a heated empty pan at a temperature of 350 ºC  for a period of 20 minutes.

• The M type with SURAKURU net is also available.

• The gapless sink for disposal unit is also available for S and M types.

• The gapless sink for disposal unit is not available in the EasyClean 

specification.

Gapless sink stainless steel type: S, M, J typeGapless sink stainless steel type: S, M, J type

• The M type with SURAKURU net is also available.

• The gapless sink for disposal unit is also available for S and M types.

• The gapless sink for disposal unit is not available in the EasyClean specification.

• Not available for the EasyClean specification.

• Requires a different method for fitting to counters than other types of sinks.  

(Please refer to the information on page 76).

D600 stainless steel 

sink S and M

D600 stainless steel 

sink S and M

Granite Black Jura Beige
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Types of 

counters

Shape of 
overhanging 
edge

Precautions 
for use

Material

Panasonic 
test 
standards 
for counters

Daily 
cleaning

Applicable 

sinks

Wipe the counter with a damp dishcloth or rub the counter with a sponge soaked in a kitchen 

detergent, and then wipe it with a damp dishcloth.  <For stubborn stains>  Rub the counter 

with a melamine sponge applied with cream cleanser and then wipe it with a damp dishcloth.

Wipe the counter with a damp dishcloth or rub the counter with a sponge soaked in a kitchen detergent, and 

then wipe it with a damp dishcloth.  <For stubborn stains> Drizzle bleach diluted to 10% on stains, rub off 

stains from the surface of the counter with a toothbrush, and then thoroughly wipe it with a damp dishcloth.

Products marked with * require longer delivery times than usual.

• The Frozen white pattern is not available 

for the slim counter or the round access 

type kitchen plan.

• The Frozen white pattern is not available 

for the slim counter or the round access 

type kitchen plan.

Grain*

Grade  7 Grade  8

Special acrylic resin

Be sure to use a trivet, etc. for daily use. Putting a heated pot, etc. directly on the counter will cause the counter to crack, discolor, or deform.

Frozen*

Frozen White ［ZH］
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〈Straining groove〉

•The back surface of artificial marble counters is coated in white.

(Unit: mm)

Sesame grey ［ZR］

Caution

For using the Frozen 
white [ZH] pattern
Since this pattern has been formed 

by compressing large grains, please 

note the following points.

(1) Since panels are finished 

in irregular patterns due to the 

manufacturing method, each panel 

has a different pattern. For this 

reason, the seams may stand out. 

Furthermore, grains of different 

colors or transparency may be 

mixed together.

(2) The surface of cut pieces (e.g., 

the top surface of the back guard) 

looks like it cracked due to the 

manufacturing process. However, it 

has not cracked.

Caesar Stone*

• Not available for slim counter.

• Not available for counters of 60 mm in thickness (s Order).

Sesame Brown ［ZC］

Snow ［ZF］

Butter Milk ［ZB］

Night Sky ［ZE］
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〈Straining groove〉

The Caesar Stone 

counter requires 

V-joints at the junction.

V-joint

The ▼indicates where 
adhesive for the 
junction is applied.

Polyester resin + Natural stone (crystal) [Natural stone content: Approx. 80% to 90%]

A beautiful and luxurious 

look like natural stone
A beautiful countertop makes the most of the hardness and 

low water-absorption of natural quartz crystal. This may 

cause noticeable color and pattern variations and joints with 

the counter.

The photo above shows the Snow [ZF] counter.

(Unit: mm)

Caution  For using the Caesar Stone counter
Since this counter uses a material containing a lot of natural stone, it may vary in its 

color and pattern and contain patterns like black spots due to its unique natural texture. 

Moreover, the Night sky [ZE] counter includes a pattern that has a transparent look.

Heat 
resistance

Falling ball 
impact

A steel ball weighing 1 kg shall be dropped from a height of 60 cm or more onto the counter.

The counter shall not incur any deleterious deformation or cracking that affect functioning.

BL Standards

Specified Criteria

The counter shall not incur any significant discoloration or blistering after leaving an oil pan at a temperature of 280 ºC or a heated empty pan at a temperature of 350 ºC  for a period of 20 minutes.

Gapless sink stainless steel type: S, M, J type

• The M type with SURAKURU net is also available.

• The gapless sink for disposal unit is also available for S and M types.

• The gapless sink for disposal unit is not available in the EasyClean specification.

• Not available for the EasyClean specification.

• Requires a different method for fitting to counters than other types of sinks.

 (Please refer to the information on page 76).

Caution

D600 stainless steel 

sink S and M• The M type with SURAKURU net is also available.

• The gapless sink for disposal unit is also available for S and M types.

• The gapless sink for disposal unit is not available in the EasyClean 

specification.

Gapless sink stainless steel type: S, M, J type D600 stainless steel 

sink S and M

Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples. 75
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Sink

Resin in a color similar to 
that of the counter*

Artificial marble counter

Stainless steel sink

* Not the same color as the counter.

Stain 

resistant

Caesar Stone and Gralio

Stainless steel sink

• Sliding the “SURAKURU 

Net” with dishes on it may 

cause the dishes to fall off 

and damage the sink.

• The “SURAKURU Net” is 

only available for the M 

type sink, not for the J and 

S type sinks.

Easy Cleaning (See *1)

• To do work on the “SURAKURU Net,” set it to a position in which it is fixed.

Both sides of the “SURAKURU Net” 

can be used.

The “SURAKURU Net” is movable. 

This feature expands its applications.

Front Back

Since the height of the net is flush 

with the counter surface, a larger work 

space can be provided.

Turn the net upside-down and you 

can use it as a draining basket.

A stainless steel sink offers outstanding cleanliness

Gapless sink / Stainless steel type (See *1)

■ The stainless steel type of gapless sink with the “SURAKURU Net” makes the workspace larger.

The net is composed of two 

pieces: a frame and a net. The 

front and back sides can be 

selectively used as needed.

Since the space above 

the sink can be used as 

work space, two people 

can stand side by side 

and work comfortably.

You can clean fish on 

the net at the middle of 

the sink while running 

water.

The gapless surface keeps 

the sink stain-resistant 

and easy to clean.

The gapless surface requires 

only a quick wipe.

76

Since there is minimal gapping between 

the sink and the counter in which stains 

are apt to accumulate, you only have to 

give a quick wipe to keep your sink clean.

The outlet is integrally 

formed with the sink to make 

it stain-resistant.

Caesar Stone and Gralio counters 

engage the stainless steel type of 

gapless sink in a different way.

The mesh basket is designed 

to collect and discharge 

garbage easily.

A stainless steel sink is available with the convenient “SURAKURU Net” 

that you can freely move right and left as you move about the kitchen. 

This enhances the efficiency of washing, cooking, etc.

Stain-resistant drain outlet

Easy to collect and 

discharge garbage



Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

M type

Panasonic 
conventional sink

Low noise specification 
sink

Measurement 
at a height of 
1.5 m in front 

of the sink

Approx. 49 dB Approx. 34 dB

Dew condensation 
prevention cover

Vibration-damping material
(Front surface of the sink)

Stainless steel

Vibration-damping material

Accessories

Drain partSize

スキマレスシンク Ｄ600ステンレスシンク ムーブラックPaPaPaシンク

Drain

A separate drain set is required.

(The drain set is available with or without a bellow hose.)

• Sinks are not sold alone.

They must be sold in sets with Panasonic counters.

• The water faucet hole position is selectable.

Effect of vibration-damping materials

(Source: Panasonic measurement) 

• Comparison at a frequency of 1 kHz

• Values measured using SARASARA Shower at a flow rate of 6.5 

liters/min

J type, M type, S type

* Drain plate will not be included for disposal unit use.

• Also available in an EasyClean 

specification (Except for Caesar 

Stone and Gralio counters and 

configurations with disposal unit).

• Also available with separate water 

supply for disposal unit. (See*)

• Also available in an EasyClean 

specification (Except for Caesar 

Stone and Gralio counters and 

configurations with disposal unit).

• Also available with separate water 

supply for disposal unit. (See*) 

Detergent rack

Size (Inner size) mm

〈 Drain set 〉Drain plate

Stainless steel drain 
plate (See *2)

Drain outlet

High pressure 
cleaning port

Water discharge 
port

Stainless steel mesh 
basket (See *3)

Drain outlet

Mesh basket

Sink Standard

Mesh basket 
specification

Frame: Made of resin

When sinks are equipped with a slim-/triple-sensor water faucet, the water saving sensor (lower sensor) may react to side deck or sink options depending on the direction of water spout during use.Caution

195

403
480

Material: 

Stainless steel

J type: 937

M type: 787

S type: 637
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Low noise specification for the stainless steel type

A sheet at the back of the sink 

dampens the clattering of dishes, 

the sound of running water, etc.

M type with SURAKURU Net J type S type

• Also available in an EasyClean specification. • Also available in an EasyClean 

specification.

Detergent rack 

(Sized for the SURAKURU Net)

SURAKURU Net

Size: 207×461×53 mm

Size: 207×461 mm

Accessories



Sink

400mm

312mm

スキマレスシンク Ｄ600ステンレスシンク ムーブラックPaPaPaシンク

D600 stainless steel sink: S type

JUG44SC1F (Used for Flint and Gralio counters) 

Size: 207×407×25 mm

JUG403BC1

JUG44SC2F (Used for Caesar Stone, Frozen, and Grain counters) 

Size: 207×407×30 mm

JUG44SC3F (Used for stainless steel counters) 

Size: 207×407×18 mm

Cooking net

• Both sides of the nets can be used.

• The nets can be used at a height flush with the counter surface.

• Bar sinks are not available in the 

EasyClean specification.

• Bar sinks come with a properly 

sized drain stopper.

The D600 stainless steel sink separately 

requires a drain set. (The drain set is 

available with or without a bellow hose.)

〈 Drain set 〉

Stainless steel drain plate

Stainless steel shallow mesh basket

Drain outlet (Made of resin)

Drain outlet made of resin

High pressure cleaning port

Water discharge port

• The D600 stainless steel sink is not available in the 

EasyClean specification.

• To use the drain cover, 

dismount the drain plate.

D600 stainless steel sink

Common option

Used for artificial marble counters Used for stainless steel counters

Bar sink
(Stainless steel)

Bar sink
(Artificial marble)

Depth: 190 mm (Inside dimension)

Material:  Artificial marble

315mm

266mm

Depth: 167 mm (Inside dimension)

Material: Stainless steel

400mm

310mm

744mm 594 mm

465mm 465mm
385
mm

385
mm

Depth 600 mm sinks

Bar sinks  These sinks cannot be used as a main sink for kitchen.

 Order products require different delivery times. For details, please refer to the information on page 55.
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D600 stainless steel sink: M type

Depth: 189 mm (Inside dimension) Depth: 189 mm (Inside dimension)

* Please place a Order for the Depth 600 mm plan.

Material: Stainless steel Material: Stainless steel

Option for D600 stainless steel sink: M type and S type

Drain cover

Depth: 190 mm (Inside dimension)

Material: Stainless steel

Bar sink
(Stainless steel)

Drain adapter set Straight pipe
(To be separately 
prepared)

Free pipe designed to 
connect the straight pipe
Adapter set

Straight pipe 
(To be separately 
prepared)

Drain 
components

Installation 
guide for 
contractors

Drain adapter set

JUGS407BC

(Used for counters of 800/850 mm in height)

JUGS410BC2

(Used for counters of 900 mm in height)

JUGS415BC• The drain pipe installed under the trap of the 

standard sink is a bellows hose. • The drain pipe installed under the trap of the 

standard sink is a bellows hose.

*1: The drain components are essential to 

connect the straight pipe to the PaPaPa sink.

Drain components used 
for the straight pipe are 
also available.

Free pipe adapter set for straight pipe (See *1)

Drain components should 
be used to strengthen the 
connection with the drain pipe.

When any fine adjustment of the drain position 

(Up to 50 mm of straight-line distance) is 

required on site, please use the following optional 

free pipe adapter set for the straight pipe.



Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

(Used for Flint and Gralio counters)

Size: 195×422×29 mm

JUG48SC2S

For J type: JUG37SC4H
Size: 256×413×30 mm

For J type: JUG37SC6H
Size: 256×406×38 mm

For J type: JUG37SC7H
Size: 256×406×43 mm

For J type and M type

JUG36SC4C2
Size: 200×444×149 mm

For J type and M type

JUG36SC6C
Size: 200×444×149 mm

Used for J type, M type, 

and S type except for the 

Gralio and Caesar Stone 

counters

JUG36SC4G
Size: 288×70×190 mm

Used for J type, M type, 

and S type

JUG403BC1

Used for J type, M type, 

and S type except for the 

Gralio and Caesar Stone 

counters

JUG36SC6G
Size: 288×70×190 mm

For J type and M type

JUG36SC7C
Size: 200×444×149 mm

For M type: JUG36SC4H
Size: 218×414×38 mm

For M type: JUG36SC6H
Size: 218×409×38 mm

For M type: JUG36SC7H
Size: 218×409×43 mm

For S type: 

JUG38SC4C2
Size: 165×444×149 mm

For S type: 

JUG38SC6C
Size: 165×444×149 mm

For S type: 

JUG38SC7C
Size: 165×444×149 mm

For S type: JUG38SC4H
Size: 169×412×41 mm

For S type: JUG38SC6H
Size: 169×409×38 mm

For S type: JUG38SC7H
Size: 169×409×43 mm

Size: 196×422×110 mm

(Used for artificial marble counters 

except Flint and Gralio counters)

Size: 195×422×33 mm

JUG48SC1S JUG46SC4C JUG404BC1

• Both sides of the net can be used.

• The nets can be used at a height flush with the counter surface.

• Both sides of the net can be 

used.

• The nets can be used at a height 

flush with counter surfaces.

• The nets can be installed on 

either the right or left side.

• Both sides of the net can be 

used.

• The nets can be used at a height 

flush with counter surfaces.

• The nets can be installed on 

either the right or left side.

• Both sides of the net can be 

used.

• The nets can be used at a height 

flush with counter surfaces.

• The nets can be installed on 

either the right or left side.

• To use the drain cover, 

dismount the drain plate.

• The nets can be installed on 

either the right or left side.

• The nets can be installed on 

either the right or left side.

• The nets can be installed on 

either the right or left side.

The nets can be used at a height flush 

with counter surfaces.

Turn the net upside-down and you 

can use it as a draining basket.

• To use the drain cover, dismount 

the drain plate.

Options for gapless sink movable rack type

Options for stainless steel type of gapless sink (Including those with SURAKURU Net equipped)

Options common to all sinks

Draining basket Drain cover

Draining baskets

Cutting board stands

Drain cover

When sinks are equipped with a slim-/triple-sensor water faucet, the water saving sensor (lower sensor) may react to side deck or sink options depending on the direction of water spout during use.Caution

Options for sinks
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SURAKURU Net

Cooking nets

Sub sink Draining basket (With dish stand)

Used for any counters 
other than the Gralio and 
Caesar Stone counters

Used for the 
Gralio counters

Used for the Caesar 
Stone counters

JUG15SC1D
Size (mm): Inner size: 337×272×122

Outer size: 378×312×130 

JUG15SC2C

• The sub sink cannot be used by hanging it 

on the sink. (It must be put in the sink.)

• The draining basket cannot be used by hanging it 

on the sink. (It must be put in the sink.)

• The draining basket can be placed in the sub sink.



WonderFULL Cabinet

Meticulous specification

FULL Use of the depth without waste

FULL Use of the height without waste

Effective dimensions and maximum load capacity (See *1)

 Order products require different delivery times. For details, please refer to the information on page 55.

WonderFULL Cabinets store plenty of items and makes them easy to get at

Even if you store items up at the back of the drawer, this 

full open type of drawer easily pulls out so you can get 

at them. The WonderFULL Cabinet provides easy and 

convenient storage of the items without wasting space.

Floor Unit

1

2
3

Dividing bar

Expandable 
panel Side panel

Adjustable panel

DETAILED Arrangements for even easier use

Stainless steel cladded drawer bottom Top panel for floor unit Two base unit colors

Cladded steel provides a beautiful appearance 

and facilitates cleaning.

This top panel adds a boxed framework of 

good structural stability and sealability to 

the floor unit.

Base units of floor units are available in two coated 

colors: charcoal grey and super white. You can select 

the color of the base unit according to your kitchen 

atmosphere and the color of your cabinet doors.
(Except small drawer under the Hob for disposal unit 

under the sink) (Except for small drawers under the sink)

Dampers work approximately 6 cm (approximately 3 cm 

in case of drawers of 400 mm or less in depth) before 

the fully closed end of the drawer to quietly close it, thus 

preventing dishes from hitting each other on impact.

Prevent the protrusion of pot handles, etc.

Enable users to compartmentalize the drawer according 

to the items to be stored.

The photo on the left shows a Charcoal grey unit.

Soft closing mechanism with 
full-open slide rails

Smoky grey side panels

Adjustment panels / dividing bars

Charcoal grey Super white

20kg

40kg

20kg

575mm

575mm

525mm

Approx. 

126 mm

Approx. 

322 mm

Approx. 

201 mm 
(See *3)

High enough to store 2-liter 

plastic bottles (See *2).
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有効寸法・最大積載量※ 1

*1: For units of 642 mm in depth and provided with no space for piping (with a two-sliding drawer stocker), the sliding distance (depth) and the maximum load capacity differ by the type of the unit. 

*2: Limited to 2-liter plastic bottles of 320 mm or less in height. *3: The effective height of the floor stocker is given for units of 850 mm in height. For units of 800 mm in height, the effective height is 

lower by 50 mm. For units of 900 mm in height, it becomes higher by 50 mm. *4: Not available for sinks with a disposal unit.

Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Effective dimensions and maximum load capacity (See *1)

Resin trays Changeable to a stainless 
steel adjustable trayResin trays on the 

upper and lower rows 

help store small items 

efficiently.

(No resin trays come 

with the unit.)

A simple and robust stainless 

steel tray, which can be 

detached, reattached, and allows 

partitions to be repositioned, 

as appropriate. This tray can be 

easily cleaned.

• Inner and outer surface color of unit: Super white
• Side surface color of rail: White

• Inner and outer surface color of unit: 
Super white

• Side surface of rails: Stainless steel

• Inner and outer surface color of unit: Charcoal grey
• Side surface color of rails: White

• Inner and outer surface color of unit: 
Charcoal grey

• Side surface of rails: Stainless steel

The basic color of the side surfaces of drawers is white.
Stainless steel can be selected 
for the side panels of the drawer 
by Order. (See *4)

• Depending on the type of unit, the stainless steel tray may not be changed.

■ Selectable colors for the base unit and rails
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Floor Unit

Wall-mounting, I type, 

and 2,550 mm opening 

width type

Hob area Cooking area Washing area

Frequently-used 

small items

Frequently-used 

large and 

heavy items

Seldom-used 

heavy items

Undersink unitsDrawer unit

* The effective height of the floor stocker is given for units of 850 mm in height. For units of 800 mm in height, the 

effective height of the floor stocker is lower by 50 mm. For those of 900 mm in height, it is higher by 50 mm.

• The floating and semi-floating (island/flat open) kitchen plans have different 

effective heights of the floor stocker. (The effective height is 193 to 196 mm.)

Effective width  

335 mm

Effective 

depth  

575 mm

Effective height  

126 mm

Effective width  

335 mm

Effective 

depth  

575 mm

Effective height  

322 mm

Effective width  
335 mm

Effective 

depth  

525 mm

Effective height  

201 mm (See *)

Effective width  
935 mm

Effective 

depth  

375 mm

Effective height  

201 mm (See *)

Effective width  

905 mm

Effective 

depth  

158 mm

Effective 

depth:  

291 mm

Effective height  

112 mm

Effective width  

935 mm

Effective 

depth  

425 mm

Effective height  

194 mm

• The effective dimensions 

exclude the dimensions of 

the drain unit.

Trays can be used to store 

small items together such 

as bottle openers and 

measuring spoons.

Upper row 

(Drawer tray)

Good for stacking and 

storing frequently used 

sieves and bowls.

Synchro pallet

Can store 2-liter plastic 

bottles of 320 mm or less 

in height.

Middle row
Good for storing items 

frequently used at the 

sink, including pots, 

large sieves and bowls.

Upper slide

Good for storing canned 

foods, scouring pads, 

sponges, etc.

Floor stocker

Can store items, 

including canned 

foods and beer cases.

Floor stocker

■ Storing items according to the place and frequency of use makes your  kitchen easier to work in.
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Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Width: 600 / 900 / 1,050 mm

• Freely mobile adjustment panel (See *), expandable adjustment panel (See *), 

and dividing bars come with the unit as standard accessories.

Width: 150 mm

Partition

The front panel is coated in the same 

color as the cabinet doors.

Used for understove units of 750 and 900 

mm in width.

Provided with a bottle tray and multi-

purpose box.

Provided with convenient drawers for 

neatly organizing small items for quick 

easy use.

Dedicated to the
double burner 
grill-less IH (JUGS53EB1S)

Width: 750 / 900 / 1,050 mm

Width: 900 / 1,050 mm

Provided with a kitchen knife holder with 

a lock, cutting board stand, and multi-

purpose box.

• The multi-purpose box comes in one 

width (1,050 mm) only.

Width: 900 / 1,050 mm

Width: 900 / 1,050 mm

The open space under the sink is useful 

for putting your trash box, etc.

• No kitchen knife holder is provided.

(Users must consider alternative ways to store 

knives such as our optional drawer trays.)

Width: 900 / 1,050 mm

Provided with a kitchen knife holder with 

a lock, cutting board stand, and multi-

purpose box.

Provided with a synchro pallet that comes 

out in synch with the drawer when it is 

opened.

Provided with a kitchen knife holder with 

a lock, cutting board stand, and multi-

purpose box.

Provided with two drawers useful for 

organizing small items tidy.

• The multi-purpose box comes in one width 

(1,050 mm) only.

Provided with a kitchen knife holder. 

(No locking mechanism; can hold 4 

kitchen knives.)

If existing piping cannot be moved, a 

cuttable stocker (piping protection cover) 

that can be worked on-site is available. 

For details, please refer to the information 

on page 95.

This photo shows 

a slide drawer of 

R specification.

Small drawer 
(Push-open type)

Underhob unit for 
grill-less stove

Undersink sliding 
drawer

Undersink sliding drawer 
with a hinged door

Undersink open space

Undersink unit with 
two sliding drawers

Undersink sliding drawer for disposal unit

Underhob units Undersink units

What is great about the multi-purpose box is 

that it can store cookware, including ladles and 

spatulas, in an upright position so that you can 

quickly take them out.

Multi-purpose box

Convenient for storing oil and seasonings. You can 

easily detach and clean the tray and the drawer.

Bottle tray

Accessories
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Floor Unit

Width: 900 / 1,050 mm Width: 200 / 300 / 350 / 450 / 600 / 750 / 800 / 900 mmWidth: 600 / 750 / 900 / 1,050 mm

Provided with a kitchen knife holder with a lock, cutting 

board stand, and multi-purpose box.

• The multi-purpose box comes in one 

width (1,050 mm) only.

Provided with partitions for making effective use of the 

space in the sliding drawers as a standard accessory 

(Except units of 200 mm in width).

Knife holder 
with a lock

Undersink units

Hinged door without a 
undersink stocker

Undersink sliding drawer with a hinged 
door without an undersink stocker

Undercooking space unit with 
two sliding drawers and stocker

Width: 300 mm

The rice chest is slim, but provides a capacity of approx. 10 kg.

Sliding stocker provided with a top tray.

Undercooking space unit with sliding 
drawers and a rice-chest stocker

Undercooking space units

• Freely mobile dividing bars come with the unit as standard accessories.

Dimensions of kitchen knife and cutting board that can 
be  stored in the undersink unit

Kitchen knife: Blade: Max. 210×60×7 mm (thick) 

Handle: Up to 140 mm

Cutting board: 490×270×15 mm (thick, one board)

500×270×30 mm (thick, one board)

Designed to be quickly taken out and store items just by slightly 

opening the door of the box.

Multi-purpose box

Accessories

This stand can be 

detached and placed 

on the counter.

Cutting board stand

This holder is mounted to 

the back of the door.

Kitchen knife holder

(No locking mechanism; 

can hold 4 kitchen knives.)

This holder is mounted to 

the back of the door.

Lock 
mechanism

Kitchen knife holder 

with a lock (Can hold 

4 kitchen knives)

Width: 150 mm

For storing 1.8-liter bottles and other bottles. The bottom 

tray can be detached and washed.

• Provided with hooks for hanging ladles, etc. 

Undercooking space unit with a 
rack for storing 1.8-liter bottles
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Corner units For L plans

The drawer is designed to bear a maximum load 

capacity of 40 kg and to be smoothly pulled and 

retracted even if heavy items are stored in it 

(In case of a drawer of 370 mm in height).

The side panel safely prevents stored items from 

protruding.

800

800

100

100
Piping space

Nondetachable 
rack

Wagon
Nondetachable 
rack

Wagon

950

650

100

100

Inner
drawer

Piping space

Wagon

Wagon

Nondetachable rack 
in the unit

Inner drawer

Width required: 900×900 mm

The wagon is provided with partitions for storing 1.8-liter 

bottles, etc. and refinedly fits into the unit when not in use.

A double-tier nondetachable racks are provided on the right 

and left sides inside the unit. This prompts users to efficient 

use of the space.

• Maximum load capacity of wagon: 

10 kg for the upper rack, 

15 kg for the lower rack

• The shape of handle of the wagon cannot be changed.

• The edge of the door is provided with a silver frame.

*: A doorstop is provided on the back of the door. Please open 

and close the hinged door while the wagon is pulled out.

Stowing diagram (unit: mm)

Stowing diagram (unit: mm)

Wagon type for corner

Wagon type for corner

Corner unit 

Width: 300 / 450 / 600 / 750 / 900 mm

Designed to neatly store small and short items, 

and dishes.

Undercooking space unit with 
three sliding drawers and stocker

Width: 300 mm

Can store bottles such as 1.8-liter bottles and tall 

seasoning bottles in an upright position.

Undercooking space unit with 
spice bottle rack

Width required: 1,050×750 mm

The whole wagon can be pulled out and 

easily used even in a corner.

A double-tier inner drawer is provided 

in the back of the unit.

• Maximum load capacity 

of wagon:

10 kg for the upper rack,

15 kg for the lower rack
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Floor Unit

Please combine the outlet for small 

appliances with the unit to be installed beside 

the corner to secure an opening for the door 

of the corner unit. The outlet is located at the 

center of the unit under the sink.

Precaution for cases where the 

corner unit and the outlet for 

cooking appliances are located 

side by side

Doors of 18 mm or more thickness

All other door thicknesses

A slide unit with an HFS handle is 

provided on both sides.

Dimensions 
of opening

A hinged door is installed on both sides and 

the handle (except aluminum handle) or knob 

( Order ) is installed on the corner side.

*1: If hinged double doors are used in an L plan, 

the opening for the door is narrowed under the 

following conditions.

Corner units For L plans

Width required: 1,050×750 mm Width required: 900×900 mm

Can store plenty of large pots and items. For storing large items. Provided with a shelf on the handle side.

Hinged double doors for corner (See *1)

Corner unit 

950

650

100

100

Shelf plate

Piping space 800

800

100

100

Shelf plate

Piping space

Stowing diagram (unit: mm) Stowing diagram (unit: mm)

If an HFS handle is used, the door 

opening angle is narrowed.

If an HFS handle is used, the door 

opening angle is narrowed.

Caution Caution

Attention about a wagon
• A wagon is with a caster, so please use the one which could excel a caster-proof for floor covering material.  

• A caster department sinks in a cushion floor by the weight, and there is a fear that a run of a wagon becomes bad, so please avoid.

Single swinging door with wagon interlock for corner

Width required: 1,050×642 mm

Provided with a double-tier inner drawer that makes 

effective use of the space at the back of the unit.

Can refinedly store a wagon (option) that can be 

pulled out and used outside the door.

Wagon (option)

Inner drawer

*: This storage unit is installed in combination with the 

corner filler.

If an HFS handle is used, the door opening 

angle is narrowed.

Caution

950

517

133

100

100

Wagon
(option)

Piping
space

(filler*)

Inner
drawer

Stowing diagram (unit: mm)

 Order products require different delivery times. For details, please refer to the information on page 55.
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Pursuing ease of use “within arm’s reach”

Inner and outer surface color of unit: Super whiteInner and outer surface color of unit: Charcoal grey

For a wall unit on the kitchen side, you can 

choose a handle-less wall unit or the unit 

with a handle. The handle-less wall unit 

gives a kitchen a sophisticated look with its 

even sleek design.

The earthquake resistant lock senses the shock of an 

earthquake and automatically locks the door of the wall 

units, preventing stored items from falling out.

• The earthquake resistant lock may not thoroughly exhibit its performance due to 

geological features, the structure and the number of stories of the building, and 

the usage of the unit.

• In order to unlock the lock, strongly press the handle or the top of the door until 

you hear it click.

Shock to the unit

ユニット天板

扉

Locked

扉

ユニット天板

扉

Top panel of the unit

扉

Press Unlocked

Easy to 
retrieve items 
stored in high 
places. 

Even in the event 
of an earthquake, 
none of the 
stored items 
will fall out.

■ Earthquake resistant lock provided as a standard equipment

A simple handle-less unit is also available.

Hook the bottom of the door with 

your hand to open and close it.

キッチン部用
ウォールユニットに
取っ手はありません

18mm

扉

ユニット側面

扉の下方を手にひっかけて
開閉します。

18
mm

580
mm

598
mm

Door

Side of unit

<In case of a height of 600m>

Hook the door 

here with your 

hand.

Two base unit colors

Base units can be selected in two coated colors 

-- charcoal grey and super white -- 

as with the floor unit.

Charcoal grey Super white

Wall Unit
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Wall Unit

Flap-up door storage unit  Page 90

Wall units are available in four heights: 

500, 600, 700, and 900 mm.

You can select the height according to the storage 

capacity you require and installation space you have.

• Maximum load capacity of shelf: 10 kg/shelf

500
mm 600

mm 700
mm 900

mm

C
H
＝

24
00

18
50

17
50

16
50

14
50

70
0

90
0

60
0

50
0

50

SoftDown 
wall unit

Electric 
elevating 
wall unit

(Unit: mm)

By absorbing the shock caused when cabinets and 

drawers are closed, the soft closing mechanism 

adds a pleasing note to kitchen work that users 

enjoy repeatedly.

     Lowering the wall unit from a height “out of arm’s reach” to a height “within  

arm’s reach” makes easier to store and retrieve items.
     An easy-to-reach position makes it 

easier to store and retrieve items.

■ Provided with soft closing mechanism that makes kitchens more enjoyable

■ The wall unit can be selected from four heights.

SoftDown wall unit Page 89
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Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

SoftDown wall unit (with earthquake resistant lock)

Width: 600/750 mm

Height: 500/700 mm

SoftDown wall unit for tall unit 

(650 mm in depth)

Height (mm) Width (mm) Maximum load capacity Height (mm) Width (mm) Maximum load capacity

500 (see*)

750 13kg 600

700

900

450 9kg

600 13kg

900 13kg
750 16kg

900 16kg

Width 450 mm Width 600 mm Width 750 mm Width 900 mm

SoftDown wall units for kitchen

 (375 mm in depth)

• The incombustible type that can be installed beside the range hood is also available in a 450-mm wide type.

Lineup of SoftDown wall units 

(375 mm in depth) 

The storage rack moves downward at an almost constant speed.

The SoftDown wall unit is provided with a “constant speed damper” and a “load switching 

function” capable of smoothly moving the storage rack upward and downward.

You can move the storage rack down to your eye level 

to conveniently take out the items you need.

Load capacity Lever position

0 to 5 kg Both ends: “Light”

5 to 10 kg One end: “Light”

10 to 16 kg Both ends: “Heavy”

Provided with a load switching function

 (Except for tall unit)

A lever allows users to 

switch the load setting 

according to the weight 

of stored items so that 

the storage rack moves 

upward and downward 

smoothly no matter what 

is inside.

When light When heavy

Lever setting guide (For the SoftDown wall unit of 

375 mm in depth and 900 or 750 mm in width)

• Since the ease of use of the unit varies with your height, please come 

try the unit out at the Panasonic showroom.

Constant speed damper

Ｇ

Ｇ

The constant speed damper 

moves the storage rack 

downward at an almost 

constant speed.

This wall unit 

is built with 

an oil damper 

mechanism 

that keeps the 

lowering speed 

almost constant 

regardless of the 

load.

*: The SoftDown wall unit cannot be installed on handleless wall units.

Easy to 
retrieve items 
stored in high 
places. 

Even in the event 
of an earthquake, 
none of the 
stored items 
will fall out.
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Wall Unit

Flap-up door storage unit

When the door is closed

600
mm

300
mm

The storage unit is installed at eye level. This enables you to easily 

reach and smoothly store and take out items. The flap-up door does 

not interfere with your work.

Panel door Aluminum-

frame glass door 

(translucent)

Aluminum-

frame resin door 

(translucent)

Door specifications

Width (mm) Depth (mm) Height (mm)

750

375 300800

900

Size

• The flap-up door storage unit 

requires a wall unit installed 

above it (see WEB Hows).

• The flap-up door storage unit 

cannot be installed under a 

handleless wall unit.

• Both side panels and the 

bottom panel are of the 

incombustible type.

The above photo shows the flap-up door storage unit installed in the long range 

hood plan.

Flap-up door strainer

700
mm

300
mm

Dish towels and cutting boards can be refinedly stored.

When the door is closed

Panel door Aluminum-

frame glass door 

(translucent)

Aluminum-

frame resin door 

(translucent)

Width (mm) Depth (mm) Height (mm)

900 375 300

The flap-up door strainer is installed in an easy-to-use position. 

You can stack wet dishes, etc. on the strainer as soon as you wash 

them, which clears out your sink and counters.

Door specifications

Size

• The flap-up door strainer requires a wall unit installed above it (See WEB Hows).

• The flap-up door strainer cannot be installed under a handleless wall unit.

• It is recommended to install the flap-up door strainer under a 700-mm high wall unit. 

   (This reduces the amount of water dripping from wet dishes placed on the strainer.)

• Since the ease of use of the unit varies with your height, please come try the strainer 

out at the Panasonic showroom.

Shift the position of the stopper.

Arm

（B
ott

om
 st

op
pe

r p
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itio
n）

（N
orm

al 
sto

pp
er 

po
sit

ion
）

23
9

26
9

Precaution for installing the 

flap-up door storage unit/

flap-up door strainer
When the handle of the wall unit is located 

outside of the flap-up door storage unit (i.e., on 

arm side), the flap arm and the handle interfere 

with each other when the door is opened. 

In order to avoid such interference, change 

the stopper to the lower position to limit the 

opening and closing range of the door. The 

opening range is reduced by approximately 30 

mm from that for normal use.
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Combination pallet

Other wall units

Type Width (mm) Depth (mm) Maximum load capacity

Width 600 599

215
Upper row: 3 kg

Lower row: 5 kg
Width 750 749

Width 900 899

Sizes of combination pallet

The upper shelf can be 

used to store seasonings 

and paper towels that are 

frequently used during 

cooking. (Maximum load 

capacity: 3 kg)

The lower shelf can be 

used as a temporary 

space for putting prepared 

foods. (Maximum load 

capacity: 5 kg)

The bar handle can also 

be used to hang dish 

towels and measuring 

spoons.

(S-shaped hooks are 

included.)

The combination pallet helps make effective use of the space within arm’s 

reach under the wall unit. Both the upper shelf (i.e. storage space) and 

the lower shelf (i.e., temporary space) can be used to clear out cluttered 

space so that cooking goes more smoothly.

During storage During use

• The combination pallet cannot be installed in the open kitchen plan (with no wall provided at the 

back because the screws on the back surface of the main unit are exposed). For other detailed 

installation conditions, please refer to the information on page 220 of the Design catalog.)

Wall unit 

for corner

取っ手

棚 

板

Handle

Shelf

Wall unit with a hinged door 

lighting space

Wall unit for beamless 

hinged door

Height:
500
600
700

Depth: 
375

Width: 300/450/600/750/900 mm

(Incombustible unit) 

150/300/350/450 mm

Please cut this portion 

on site to fit the size of 

the beam.

Sizes available for the beamless hinged door

Beamless height Beamless depth

Height 500 mm unit Height up to 200 mm
Depth up to 230 mm 

Height 600/700 mm unit Height up to 300 mm

Front 

surface

Reverse 

surface

• The wall units for beamless hinged door include 

an incombustible wall unit type to be installed 

beside the range hood.
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Option

Options for drawers

(Partition bar for slide unit)

Cross galleryA

❶For a width of 300 mm JUG2S204UG

　For a width of 350 mm JUG2S254UG

　For a width of 450 mm JUG2S354UG

　For a width of 600 mm JUG2S504UG

　For a width of 750 mm JUG2S654UG

❷For a width of 800 mm JUG2S704UG

　For a width of 900 mm JUG2S804UG

　For a width of 1050 mm JUG2S954UG

Silver cross gallery

JUGS30KM1

〈Upper row〉
Can store five kitchen knives.

〈Lower row〉
Can store four kitchen knives.

140mm

210mm

Kitchen knife holder for adjustment system

❶❷

C

B
A

Adjustment tray set

For a width of 300 mm JUGS30KXG2

For a width of 450 mm JUGS45KXG2

For a width of 600 mm JUGS60KXG2

Horizontal partition panel

JUGS020QK3

For adjustment tray recombination

L=176 JUGS020SK

L=264 JUGS030SK

L=352 JUGS040SK

1

2

• Matching parts vary with 

the width of the unit.

Adjustment tray set

Drawer tray
For kitchen (for drawer of 575 mm in depth)

For addition JUGG015BT575

For a width of 300 mm JUGG030BT575

For a width of 350 mm JUGG035BT575

For a width of 450 mm JUGG045BT575

For a width of 600 mm JUGG060BT575

Tray partition JUGGKXS575

For kitchen (for drawer of 425 mm in depth)

Under sink two steps
For drawers JUGG030BT425

For cupboards (for drawer of 375 mm in depth)

For addition JUGG015KXT375

For a width of 300 mm JUGG030KXT375

For a width of 450 mm JUGG045KXT375

For a width of 600 mm JUGG060KXT375

Tray partition JUGGKXS375

❶For a width of 300 mm JUG3W204UG

　For a width of 350 mm JUG3W254UG

　For a width of 450 mm JUG3W354UG

　For a width of 600 mm JUG3W504UG

　For a width of 750 mm JUG3W654UG

❷For a width of 800 mm JUG3W704UG

　For a width of 900 mm JUG3W804UG

　For a width of 1050 mm JUG3W954UG

White cross gallery

• Installable on floor stockers

1
2

3

3
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Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Expansion and 
contraction

(Grey) (For drawer of 370 mm in height)

JUGG04KPS

Expandable adjustment panelC

(Silver) (For drawer of 370 mm in height)

伸縮

Adjustment panelB

• Installable on floor stockers with counter of 850/900 mm in height

For a width of 300 mm JUG2S30KPY

For a width of 350 mm JUG2S35KPY

For a width of 450 mm JUG2S45KPY

For a width of 600 mm JUG2S60KPY

For a width of 750 mm JUG2S75KPY

For a width of 800 mm JUG2S80KPY

For a width of 900 mm JUG2S90KPY

For a width of 1050 mm JUG2S105KPY

(Silver) (For drawer of 370 mm in height)

JUGS40KPT

For cupboard of 450 mm in depth (see *)

For vertical adjustment panel

D

*: For an effective depth of 375 mm inside the drawer

(Grey) (For drawer of 185 mm in height)

JUGS06KPS

Adjustment panel for vertical partitionF

(Silver) (For drawer of 185 mm in height)

For vertical adjustment panelE

For a Depth of 325 mm JUGS32KXCT

For a Depth of 375 mm JUGS37KXCT

For a Depth of 425 mm JUGS42KXCT

For a Depth of 525 mm JUGS52KXCT

For a Depth of 575 mm JUGS57KXCT

E

F

D

C
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Option  Order products require different delivery times. For details, please refer to the information on page 55.

• Please use the multiple box by hanging it on 

the cross gallery.

• Please use the bottle tray by hanging it on 

the cross gallery.

JUGS001SPSB JUGS002SPSB

Multipurpose box

Can store cookware, including ladles and 

spatulas, in an upright position.

Useful for storing oils and seasonings.

Bottle tray

Options for units

JUG32KR2JUG33KR1

Rice chest stocker

Installable in floor stockers.

Storage capacity: Approx. 10 kg

Rice chest for hinged door

The sliding rice chest is easy to refill with rice.

Storage capacity: Approx. 12 kg

[Installation of rice chest for hinged door] 

The rice chest cannot be installed in undersink units (stockers) with a sliding door or underneath small 

appliance storage. It is installable on kitchen units and cupboards with a hinged door.

 (Cupboard units must have a hinged door of 442 mm or more in depth and 300 mm or more in width.)

[Installation of rice chest stocker]

 Not installable on counters of 800 mm in height or cupboards (except that of 650 mm in depth).

Rice chest

Cutting board stand

The cutting board stand can be used on 

the counter or stored in the undersink unit.

JUGS003PSA

Options for open units

Dust box wagon

• Capacity of dust box: 20 liters 

(Two dust boxes are provided.)

Designed to separate garbage into 

combustibles and incombustibles. Provided 

with casters for smooth movement.

JUG58KW1D2

Mesh basket wagon

Provided with a laminated top plate 

helpful for temporary storage.

JUG58KW1B

Kitchen stool

Stool provided with a backrest.

• Provided with a seat elevator, seat rest, 

and casters, but without any stopper.

JUG11KE1

For counters of 720 to 850 mm in height

Since the wagons and kitchen stools are provided with 

casters, use floor materials of excellent caster resistance. 

Do not use vinyl flooring. The floor may give under the 

weight of the casters, thus resulting in deterioration in the 

traveling performance of the wagon.

Caution

Bottle 
tray

Multipurpose
box
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Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

•The actual heights of boxes 
of handle-less wall units 
(500/600/700/900 mm in 

   height) for kitchen are 480, 
580, 680, and 880 mm, 
respectively.

•Since the height of the range 
hood is 500, 600, 700, or 
900 mm (see Figure 4), a 

   step of approximately 20 mm 
occurs on the bottom surface 
of the wall (see Figure 1).

•It is not recommended to 
install a wall unit with a 
handle and that without a 
handle side by side.

88
0・

68
0・

58
0・

48
0

(Figure 2)

89
8・

69
8・

59
8・

49
8

18

(Figure 1)

Wall unit for kitchen

Bottom surface 
spacer for wall unit

•When there is a gap of approximately 20 mm between the bottom surface of 
the handle-less wall unit and the coping of the facing fixture-hanging wall, 
the bottom surface spacer for wall unit can fill such a gap.

•In order to put a kitchen board all over the front wall, cut a notch in a stepped 
portion between the hood 

   and the electric elevating wall unit/end panel or put a kitchen board on the 
stepped portion.

Coping

Handle-
less wall 
unit

Handle-
less wall 
unit

H
anging w

all

Bottom surface spacer for wall unit

JUG3WSZWHS2

JUG30KYE3 
Installable in your favorite position (detachable).

• Only available for floor units.

• Specifically for aluminum bar handle (LCA).

• Not installable on the rail of outlets for 

cooking equipment.

Shelf plate for wall/floor/cupboard Butt end cover for end panelTowel hanger for bar handle

Other optionsTowel hanger

JUG9KL3  (900 mm in width)
JUG135KL3  (1,350 mm in width)

250 mm 

or more 200 mm 

or more

Steam resistant parts

The steam resistant parts protect the 
butt end of the wall unit from steam.

•In order to install any small appliances that generate 

steam, secure the dimensions described above.

•Not installable under any handle-less wall unit.

Used to add shelf plates to units with 
a hinged door.
• Not available for some models.

Width of 600 mm or less 15mm

Width of 601 to 900 mm 18mm

Thickness of shelf plate Any series other than 
the MEZZO FORTE 50 Series

JUG2S065SZPEA

For MEZZO FORTE 50 Series
JUG2S065SZPEC

Used to protect the upper butt end 
from splashing water.
•Not required for Grade 60 or greater.

•A butt end cover for the Low Step open kitchen

 (of 630 mm in depth) is also available.

Back guard cover

For Hob of 600/750 mm in width

JUG075STBCA
• Use for Hob and IH with radiant heater in kitchen

    plans of 600 mm in depth (U Order). 
For triple wide gas plan

JUG090STBCA
• Use for the triple wide gas plan of 600 mm in 

depth (U Order).

The back guard covers prevent oil stains from 

reaching the back guard.

JUG41KD4

Installed on hinged doors.Provided with lock mechanism. Installable in drawers. This cover is installed after cutting a notch 

in the stocker on site to accommodate the 

existing piping.*1: Installed on undersink units with a hinged door (without a stocker) as a standard accessory (except units of 600 mm in width).

*2: Not installable on the RONDO 50 Series.

JUG41KD3 JUG90SWHT JUGSZSHK

Kitchen knife holder 

(for unit of 300 mm 

in door width)

Kitchen knife tray Piping protection cover 

(specifically for 

undersink disposals)

Kitchen knife holder

 (for unit of 375 mm or more 

in door width) (see *1*2)

Options for under sink unit
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Option

Large capacity type (Single dust box 36L) Separation type (Single dust box 20L)

Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDDGM
•Provided with 6 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 600 mm

JUG060KWDBGM
•Provided with 4 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 750 mm

JUG075KWDBGM
•Provided with 6 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDBGM
•Provided with 8 garbage bag stopper bars.

Large capacity type (Single dust box 36L, 20L) Separation type (Double dust box 20L)

Width: 750 mm

JUG075KWDLGM
Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDLGM
•Provided with 2 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 750 mm

JUG075KWDSGM
•Provided with 2 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDSGM
•Provided with 4 garbage bag stopper bars.

Large capacity type (Single dust box 36L) Separation type (Single dust box 20L)

Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDDGS
•Provided with 6 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 600 mm

JUG060KWDBGS
•Provided with 4 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 750 mm

JUG075KWDBGS
•Provided with 6 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDBGS
•Provided with 8 garbage bag stopper bars.

Large capacity type (Single dust box 36L, 20L) Separation type (Double dust box 20L)

Width: 750 mm

JUG075KWDLGS
Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDLGS
•Provided with 2 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 750 mm

JUG075KWDSGS
•Provided with 2 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDSGS
•Provided with 4 garbage bag stopper bars.

•The silver color type cannot be installed on the deodorizing unit.

The photo shows a wagon of 900 mm in width.

The photo shows a wagon of 900 mm in width.

Door type (with guide rail)

Silver color type (with guide rail)

The guide rail helps to smoothly pull out and push in the dust box 

wagon and prevents damage to the unit.

●Dust box wagons without the guide rail (only in silver) are also available. 

(For details, refer to information on page 62 of the Design catalog.)

●The dust box cannot be added when a deodorizing unit is installed.

　 (For details, refer to information on page 63 of the Design catalog.)

Provision of a guide rail in consideration of ease of use A dust box can be added.

JUGSZDB20

Dust box 20L

Door (sold separately) Door (sold separately) Door (sold separately) Door (sold separately)

Dust box 36L
Dust box 36L

Dust box 36L

Dust box 20L

Dust box 20LDust box 36L

Dust box 20L

Dust box 20L

*1: The door type of wagons require a separately sold door. (For details, refer to the information on page 62 of the Design catalog.) 

Free adjustment of space 

according to the amount 

of garbage

Dust box wagon easy for sorting garbage

Refined appearance thanks 

to coordination with the 

cabinet doors

Compact storage of 

separated garbage 

Dust box 20L

Dust box 20L

Dust box wagon

Options for open units

A double 

box type of 

wagon is also 

available.

The garbage bag 

stopper bars can 

be repositioned 

or even detached.
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A cupboard can store food, dishes, and small appliances 

in places convenient to use and in a smart fashion.

Tall pantryActive wall storage

Select a storage unit best suited 

to the types and amount of food 

you want to store.

Select a storage unit suited to 

the sizes and shapes of dishes 

you want to store.

Select a storage unit suited to 

the types, number, and sizes of  

the small appliances that you 

want to store.

Consider a dedicated storage 

space so that the dust box will 

not hinder the use of work space.

Cup Board
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Cup Board

Smart storage of small appliances

■ Small appliances can be stored anywhere you like.

■ Selectable according to home electric appliances you want to store

Storing appliances 

in places convenient for use

Storing appliances in places hard to be 

seen from the dining side

Storing appliances 

in limited openings

Storing appliances under the 

counter

(e.g. rice cooker and

 hot water dispenser)

The small appliance and microwave oven storage units are available in five colors that can be matched to your interiors.

Super white

Storing appliances side by side

 in the middle unit

Tall small appliance storage Install at the floor height 

(only for storing small appliances)

High hatch counter

(also available in a wall-mounted type)

Charcoal grey Dark wood grain Medium wood grain

Microwave oven storage 

with a louver　　　 

(only available in 

a depth of 650 mm)

Light wood grain

Microwave oven range

 without a louver

For small appliances For the storage of a microwave oven

● For the Super white and Charcoal grey series of small appliance storage units, the front plate of the slide shelf is made of aluminum and the slide shelf is coated in light grey. 

  (Those of the Dark, Medium, and Light wood grain series are coated in a wood grain pattern of the same color.)
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small appliance storage

Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Provided without a vent for releasing steam

To use any small appliance that generates steam, pull out the 

slide counter in advance.

The outlet does not have a circuit breaker.

Width 600 Width 750 Width 900

Depth 450
Height 500 ● ● ●
Height 555 ● ● ●

(Unit: mm)

Microwave oven storage

Provided with a louver 

Provided without a louver (Width 600 / 750 / 900 mm, Depth 450 / 650 mm)

(Width 600 / 750 / 900 mm, Depth 650 mm)

Installing the dedicated louver allows you to store 

and hide a Panasonic microwave oven (applicable 

models only) in a neat fashion(See Note 1) .

The louver is installable only on the Depth-650 mm type cupboard.

The color of the louver is selectable from black and silver.

Height
555
mm

Height
555
mm

Height
640/
840
mm

Black Silver

• Check the separation distance from the small appliance you want to store.

• Storage units without the louver are not designed to store any appliance 

that generates steam such as a rice cooker or hot water dispenser, or 

　that generates soot such as a kitchen-use deep dryer or electric griddle.

   Doing so will result in the adhesion of water droplets or oil, leading to 

the deterioration of the storage box itself.

(Note 1) When a louver for microwave oven is installed, only limited 

models of Panasonic microwave ovens can be stored in the unit.         

For details, refer to

　 [Support / Home Building Products and Materials / FAQ] on Panasonic’ 

website.

Width 600 Width 750 Width 900

Depth 450

Depth 650

Height 555 ● ● ●

Height 640 ● ● ●

Height 840 ● ● ●

Width 600 Width 750 Width 900

Depth 650 Height 555 ● ● ●

(Unit: mm)

(Unit: mm)
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Cup Board

Shock applied 

to the unit

ユニット天板

扉

Locked

扉

ユニット天板

扉

Top panel of the unit

扉

Push Unlocked

Active wall Tall Pantry Wall-mounting /  Tall  /  Tall counter plan

Example of storage using optional partitions

Active wall Tall pantry Middle unit
High Tall unit

Width 900 Width 900

Width 900

Panel door
Door with 

glass door face
Aluminum-frame door

(resin/glass)
Aluminum-frame door

(resin/glass)

Depth 450 ● ● 
●(Height 840) － ●(Height 840） ●(Height 1340）
●(Height 1040） － ●(Height 1040） ●(Height 1540） 

Depth 650 ● －
●(Height 840） － － －

●(Height 1040） － － －

List of units compatible with the “Rotary mesh basket” for dish storage  (Unit: mm)

When rotatingWhen stored

The rotary mesh baskets and inner drawers help 

you store and take out dishes quickly and 

efficiently.

This cupboard offers large-capacity storage of 

dishes and lets you see everything at a glance.

The inner drawer helps you take out a dish from the top of 

a stack of dishes.

It is also useful to store frequently-used small items by 

using optional partitions.

When you rotate the mesh basket, you can smoothly access 

dishes stored at the rear of the basket.

Rotary mesh baskets

(Maximum load capacity per basket: 5 kg)

Inner drawer (Maximum load capacity: 20 kg)

• The earthquake resistant lock mechanism 

may not thoroughly exhibit its performance 

due to geological conditions, the structure 

and the number of stories of the building, 

and the usage of the unit.

• In order to unlock the lock, strongly press 

the handle or the top of the door until you 

hear it click.

(Except for units with a sliding door and active wall units)

When the unit vibrates, its door will be automatically locked to prevent the stored items from falling out.

The wall and middle units of the cupboard are provided with 
an earthquake resistant lock mechanism as standard equipment.

■ Dish storage with “Rotary mesh baskets”

Smart storage of dishes
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Smart storage of dust box

地震時でも
収納物が
落ちてこない。

The guide rail helps to smoothly pull out and push in the dust box 

wagon and prevents damage to the unit.

●Dust box wagons without the guide rail (only in silver) are also available. 

(For details, refer to information on page 62 of the Design catalog.)

●The dust box cannot be added when a deodorizing unit is installed.

　 (For details, refer to information on page 63 of the Design catalog.)

Provision of a guide rail in consideration of ease of use A dust box can be added.

JUGSZDB20

Dust box 20L

■ Dust box wagon easy for sorting garbage

Large capacity type (Single dust box 36L) Separation type (Single dust box 20L)

Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDDGM
•Provided with 6 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 600 mm

JUG060KWDBGM
•Provided with 4 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 750 mm

JUG075KWDBGM
•Provided with 6 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDBGM
•Provided with 8 garbage bag stopper bars.

Large capacity type (Single dust box 36L, 20L) Separation type (Double dust box 20L)

Width: 750 mm

JUG075KWDLGM
Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDLGM
•Provided with 2 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 750 mm

JUG075KWDSGM
•Provided with 2 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDSGM
•Provided with 4 garbage bag stopper bars.

Large capacity type (Single dust box 36L) Separation type (Single dust box 20L)

Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDDGS
•Provided with 6 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 600 mm

JUG060KWDBGS
•Provided with 4 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 750 mm

JUG075KWDBGS
•Provided with 6 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDBGS
•Provided with 8 garbage bag stopper bars.

Large capacity type (Single dust box 36L, 20L) Separation type (Double dust box 20L)

Width: 750 mm

JUG075KWDLGS
Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDLGS
•Provided with 2 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 750 mm

JUG075KWDSGS
•Provided with 2 garbage bag stopper bars.

Width: 900 mm

JUG090KWDSGS
•Provided with 4 garbage bag stopper bars.

•The silver color type cannot be installed on the deodorizing unit.

The photo shows a wagon of 900 mm in width.

The photo shows a wagon of 900 mm in width.

Door type (with guide rail)

Silver color type (with guide rail)

Door (sold separately) Door (sold separately) Door (sold separately) Door (sold separately)

Dust box 36L
Dust box 36L

Dust box 36L

Dust box 20L

Dust box 20LDust box 36L

Dust box 20L

Dust box 20L

*1: The door type of wagons require a separately sold door. (For details, refer to the information on page 62 of the Design catalog.) 

Free adjustment of space 

according to the amount 

of garbage

Dust box wagon

Refined appearance thanks 

to coordination with the 

cabinet doors

Compact storage of 

separated garbage 

Dust box 20L

Dust box 20L

A double 

box type of 

wagon is also 

available.

The garbage bag 

stopper bars can 

be repositioned 

or even detached.
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Cup Board

2350 /
(2150)

Active wall storage unit

1050・1200・1500・1800　

20

20
450・650

Selectable width from 1050, 1200,

 1500, and 1800 mm to suit 

to the installation space

The size and specification for the inside of the 

active wall storage unit can be selected 

according to the type and quantity of items 

you have, allowing you to store them in a way 

that suits you.

A wide variety of components can be combined with 

each other to accommodate the items you want to store.

Different door variations

The door slowly closes by the action of the damper.

Depth450mm Depth650mm

Wall unit

Middle unit

Floor unit

The photo above shows an active wall storage unit having an opening of 3,600 mm

(two storage units having each an opening of 1800 mm).

Be sure to use an end panel on each side of the active wall storage unit. (It is acceptable to use a joint strip alongside the wall.)

The photo above shows an active wall storage unit 

having an opening of 1800 mm.

RF of the Allegro 30 Series and five 

patterns of the Labhaft 40 Series

（XT , XP , XK , XN , XW）
These doors have two frames in the 

horizontal direction.

Panel type door Door type*

Translucent

This door has two frames in the 

horizontal direction.

Aluminum-frame resin door

There is no lineup of active wall storage units for the Mezzo Forte 50 Series.

Three wood grain patterns of the Arco 50 Series 

door, Trill 30 Series, and Arpe 20 Series

These doors have two frames in the horizontal 

direction.

(Any series other than those listed on the left)

The doors of the Religioso 60 and 

Rondo 50 Series are not raised but flat.

The door type can be coordinated with the door of your kitchen cabinets.

Different size variations (Unit: mm)
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Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.

Products marked with * require longer delivery time than usual.

Inner drawer

Mesh basket

Shelf plate

Shelf plate

Inner drawer

  Wall unit : Recommended to store items that you do not use on a daily basis.

 Middle unit : Used to store frequently-used items at a height easy to take them out.

  Floor unit : Useful to store dust boxes and items you want to keep in stock.

Recommended to use shelf plates in order to store items 

that are not used often.

The height off shelf plates is adjustable.

Width: 525/ 600 / 750 / 900 mm

Provided with three shelf plates, the height of which is 

adjustable to suit to dishes you want to store.

Width: 525 / 600 / 750 / 900 mm

The rotary mesh baskets allows you to quickly take out 

dishes stored at the back of the unit. An inner drawer is 

provided at the bottom. (See page 100.)

Width: 900 mm

The open unit allows the storage of a dust box wagon 

and large box-shaped items.

Width: 525 / 600 / 750 / 900 mm
• For the dust box wagon, refer to information on page 101.

Since the inner drawers can be pulled out, you can 

easily take out items stored at the back. The upper row is 

provided with a shelf plate.

Width: 525 / 600 / 750 / 900 mm

The three sliding mesh baskets are useful to store small 

items.

You can easily take out items stored at the back of the 

basket.

Width: 600 / 750 / 900 mm

You can move the storage rack down to the level of your eyes and easily store and take out items you need.

Width: 600 / 750 / 900 mm 
• Designed to be installed at a height of 2350 mm.

Three sliding shelves allow you to easily take out items 

stored at the back of the shelves.

Width: 525 / 600 / 750 / 900 mm

SoftDown wall unit

Dish storage with “Rotary mesh basket”

Open
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Cup Board

Tall pantry

This wall-mounting storage unit 

with long hinged doors makes your 

room more refined and spacious.

Tall hinged doors make it possible to use a 

wide variety of components in combination 

according to items you want to store.

A wide variety of components can be combined 

with each other to accommodate the items you want to store.

Different door variations

Depth450mm

The photo above shows an active wall storage unit having an opening of 2,700 mm 

(two storage units having each an opening of 900 mm,two storage units having each an opening of 450 mm).

In order to install the tall pantry alongside the wall, use a 20-mm joint strip or an end panel.

Door pattern type*

Different size variations (Unit: mm)

Aluminum-frame glass door 

(Translucent)

The shape of the door varies with the door series.The following series come with split doors.

Wood grain patterns of the Religioso 60 and Arco 50 Series, and Rondo 50, Mezzo Forte 50, Ritardando 30, 

Giocoso 20, and Moderato 10 Series.

Aluminum-frame resin door 

(Translucent)

This translucent door helps the kitchen look 

more spacious.It comes with HAS handles 

(in an aluminum color).

This glass door enhances the appearance.

It comes with HAS handles 

(in an aluminum color).

2350 /
（2150）

2350 /
（2150）

900　 450450
450

The door pattern type can be coordinated with the door of your kitchen cabinets.

Wall unit

Wall unit

Floor unit

• Handles for the door pattern type are selectable

   from standard handles (except for LCA).

• The Lapless 80 and Arco 50 Series come with 

    bar-shaped handles, not grip-shaped handles.

    (The handle shape is selectable.)

• The Religioso 60 and Rondo 50 Series are not 

available with the HFS handle.

• The doors of the Religioso 60 and Rondo 50 Series 

(framed doors) are split into two portions, i.e., upper 

and lower portions, which are raised, respectively.
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Inner drawer

Mesh basket

Shelf plate

Shelf plate

  Wall unit : Recommended to store items that you do not use on a daily basis.

  Middle unit : Used to store frequently-used items at a height easy to take them out.

  Floor unit : Useful to store items you want to keep in stock.

Provided with three shelf plates, the height of which is 

adjustable to suit to dishes you want to store.

Width: 450 / 900 mm

The rotary mesh baskets allows you to quickly take out 

dishes stored at the back of the unit. An inner drawer is 

provided at the bottom. (See page 100.)　Width: 900 mm
•The rotary mesh baskets are provided with a doorstop.

Provided with a single shelf plate, the height of which 

is adjustable to suit to items you want to store.

Suitable for canned beer or something heavy.

Width: 450 / 900 mm

Provided with the two (upper and lower) sliding mesh 

baskets. The lower row can store tall items.

Width: 450 / 900 mm

SoftDown wall unit

Dish storage with “Rotary mesh basket”

Shelf plate

You can move the storage rack down to the level of your eyes 

and easily store and take out items you need.(Manual type)　
Width: 450 / 900 mm 
• Designed to be installed at a height of 2350 mm.

Recommended to use shelf plates in order to store items 

that are not used often.

The height off shelf plates is adjustable.

Width: 450 / 900 mm

Three sliding shelves allow you to easily take out items 

stored at the back of the shelves.

Width: 450 / 900 mm

• The photo above shows a unit having a width of 450 mm .

•If either side is open, 

it is recommended to 

install the end panel 

because the screw cap 

can be seen.

Since the inner drawers can be pulled out, you can 

easily take out items stored at the back. The upper 

row is provided with a shelf plate.

Width: 450 / 900 mm

Inner drawer

Products marked with * require longer delivery time than usual.
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Tall plan / Counter plan / Tall counter plan

Panel door

• Only available in the hinged door type.

• The handle is selectable from handles 

   for kitchen cabinets.

Glass door 

(Translucent)

Aluminum-

frame 

glass door 

(Translucent)

• Available in the hinged door 

type and the sliding door 

type. (The sliding for type is 

different in shape from that 

shown in the photo above.)

• The hinged door type comes 

with the HAS-shaped handle 

(in an aluminum color).

• The sliding door type is 

provided with no handles.

(The door is designed to be 

opened and closed by putting 

your hand on the door frame.)

Aluminum-

frame

resin door 

(Translucent)

A stainless steel tray is selectable for the plans for 

a depth of 650 mm.
(For a product lineup, 

refer to the table shown below.)

For Depth 

450 mm

For Depth 

900 mm

Different door variations

A wide variety of plans, colors, and counters are

ready for your selection.

The fun of matching the cupboard to your kitchen is yours as you get to choose 

counter sections, glass doors and more. And, if you want to go compact, 

we recommend a 383 mm deep plan.

Depth450mm Depth383mmDepth650mm

Different plan and size variations (Unit: mm)

The height of each unit is the same as that for the tall and counter plans 

shown on the left.

The tall counter plan for a depth of 650 mm uses a glass-door wall unit 

having a depth of 450 mm and a panel-door middle unit.

1 ＋ 2

The counter plan for a depth of 650 mm 

uses a wall unit having a depth of 450 mm.

Depth450mm Depth450mmDepth650mm Depth650mmDepth383mm Depth383mm

2 Counter plan

The middle unit having a depth of 650 mm 

comes with a panel door.

Depth450mm Depth650mm Depth383mm

1 Tall plan Tall Counter plan

2350 /
（2150）

1040 /
（840）

810

500 Wall unit

Middle unit

Floor unit

Wall unit Wall unit

Middle unit

Floor unit
Floor unit

2350 /
（2150）

900 /
（700）

810

Wall unit

Floor unit

Depth (mm) Drawer tray (resin) Adjustable tray (stainless steel)

650 ● ●
450 ● ー
383 ー ー

40*

*Thickness of top panel of counter: 

   40 mm (Artificial marble), 20 mm (Melamine)

•The counter is selectable from all artificial marble counters. 

   (The counter for the Flint and Gralio Series is selectable from slim counters.)

•Melamine counter is selectable from White and Dark, Medium, and Light wood  grain patterns

   (20 mm in thickness)
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高いところの
ものもラクに
降ろせて
使いやすい。

Different size variations for SoftDown wall unit (Unit: mm)

Width 450 Width 600 Width 750 Width 900

Depth 450
Height 500 － － ● ●
Height 700 ● ● ● ●

Depth 650
Height 500 － ● ● －
Height 700 － ● ● －

Width type (mm) Height (mm) Maximum load capacity

450

700

9kg

Width type (mm) Height (mm) Maximum load capacity 600 13kg

750
500

13kg 750 16kg

900 13kg 900 18kg

Maximum load capacity of 

SoftDown wall unit

(442 mm in depth) for cupboard

  Wall unit : Recommended to store items that you do not use on a daily basis.

Width: 300 / 450 / 600 / 

　　 750 / 900 mm

Height: 500 / 700 / 900 mm*1

Width: 300 / 450 / 600 / 

　　 750 / 900 mm

Height: 700 / 900 mm

Width: 300 / 450 / 600 / 

　　 750 / 900 mm

Height: 900 mm

Width: 900 mm

Height: 900 mm

Width: 300 / 450 / 600 /

　　  750 / 900 mm

Height: 840 / 1040 mm

Width: 300 / 450 / 600 / 

　　 750 / 900 mm

Height: 840 / 1040 mm

Width: 300 / 450 / 600 / 

　　 750 / 900 mm

Height: 840 / 1040 mm

Width: 900 mm   

Height: 840 / 1040 mm

Width: 300 / 450 / 600 mm  

Height: 840 / 1040 mm

Width: 900 mm

Height: 840 / 1040 mm

Panel door Glass door

Aluminum-frame glass door/resin door Aluminum-frame sliding glass door/resin door SoftDown wall unit

Hinged door (Panel door) Glass door (Panel door) Aluminum-frame glass/resin door 

Aluminum-frame sliding glass door/

resin door with handy counter

Dish storage unit with “Rotary mesh baskets”
(Refer to page 100.)

Hinged door with inner drawers

Provided with a useful counter that 

can be used to temporarily store 

dishes.

Maximum load capacity of 

useful counter: 10 kg

• The Depth 383 mm type is available in the aluminum-frame sliding 

door type provided without the useful counter.

• In case that an open unit is installed beside the middle unit, it is 

recommended to install an end panel.

• The photo above shows a middle unit with aluminum-frame resin door.

• The glass door and the resin door are different in the shape of the 

aluminum frame.

Depth450mm Depth650mm Depth383mm

Depth450mm Depth650mm Depth383mm

Depth450mm Depth650mm

Depth450mm Depth383mm

Depth450mm Depth383mm

Depth450mm Depth383mm Depth450mm Depth383mm

Depth450mm Depth383mm

• No glass door (translucent) is provided.

• The rotary mesh baskets are provided with a doorstop.

• When an open unit is installed beside the middle unit, 

　screw caps can be seen outside the side panel. In case that an open 

unit is installed beside the middle unit, it is 

recommended to install an end panel.

The photo above shows the 

Height 900 mm type.

The photo above shows the 

Height 500 mm type.

The photo above shows the 

Height 1040 mm type.

The photo above shows the 

Height 1040 mm type.

The photo above shows the 

Height 1040 mm type.

The photo above shows the 

Height 1040 mm type.

The photo above shows the 

Height 1040 mm type.

*1: The Height 900 mm type is only available for 

　　Width 450 mm  and 383 mm.

*2: The Depth 650 mm type must be installed on the middle unit.

*2

Depth450mm

  Middle unit : Used to store frequently-used items at a height easy to take them out.

• The photo above shows a wall unit with aluminum-frame resin door.

• The glass door and the resin door are different in the shape of the 

aluminum frame.

• The photo above shows a wall unit with aluminum-frame resin door.

• In case that an open unit is installed beside the wall unit, it is 

recommended to install an end panel.

• For different size variations, refer to the table shown above.

• The photo above shows a unit having a width of 900 mm and 

　a depth of 450 mm.

• For precautions for installation, refer to the information 

　on page 109.

Depth650mm



Cup Board

The tall plan ensures plenty of space by installing units above 

Small appliance storage units.

2350 /
（2150）

Wall unit500

500

555

510

810

840 /
（640）

985 /
（785）

600・750・900

Different size variations (Unit: mm)

Middle unit

Tall plan for 

small appliance storage Depth450mm Depth650mm

Small 
appliance 

storage unit

Microwave 
oven storage unit

 Order products require different delivery times. For details, please refer to the information on page 55.
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  Floor unit : Useful to store dust boxes and items you want to keep in stock.

Width: 450 / 

600 / 750 / 

900 mm

Open unit

Width: 300 / 

450 / 600 / 750 / 

900 mm

Width: 300 / 

450 / 600 / 750 / 

900 mm

Width: 300 / 

450 / 600 / 750 / 

900 mm

Width: 450 / 600 / 

　    750 / 900 mm

Width: 450 / 600 /   

　　750 / 900 mm

Width: 600 / 750 / 900 mm

Three-row drawers Three-row drawers with floor stocker

Hinged door type with 

a single-row drawer

Open unit with a single-row drawer

For small appliance storage

•A hinged door type without a single-row drawer 

is also available

(only for the Depth 450 mm and 383 mm types).

•Dark, Medium and Light wood grain patterns are selectable.

•Dark, Medium and Light wood grain patterns

   are selectable.

•A commercially-available large dust box 

   can be stored.

•An open unit provided with a single door is also 

   available (only for the Width 450 mm type).

The open unit with a single-row 

drawer can store a dust box wagon 

(sold separately) (see page 101).

Depth383mm

Depth450mm

Depth650mm

The dust box wagon cannot be 

installed in the Width 450 mm type.

small appliance 

storage

Depth450mm

Depth450mm

Depth650mm

Depth450mm

Depth650mm

Depth450mm

Depth650mm

Depth450mm

Depth650mm

Small appliance 
storage unit

Floor unit

Tall plan / Counter plan /

Tall counter plan Depth450mm Depth383mmDepth650mm



442mm

Depth

Size 
including 
the handle

Microwave 
oven

Ａ

Interference

SoftDown wall unit Depth of microwave oven

Height 500 mm
Installable if the height is 496 mm or less

If the height is 497 mm or more, Ａ must be 293 mm or more.

Height 700 mm*1
Installable if the height is 466 mm or less

If the height is 467 mm or more, Ａ must be 370 mm or more.

Plan for high counter corne

•The small appliance storage unit and 

  the microwave oven storage unit can be 

installed side by side. (The height of each unit 

is different.)

The floor unit to be installed beside the small appliance storage unit of the 

small appliance storage high counter plan and Part C of the plan for high 

corner counter is selectable from the following two types of units.

Joining the corner to your kitchen cabinetry makes effective use of the counter corner.

The high counter plan provides counter space on which you can put 

your microwave oven.

2350

500

500 555

40*40*

510 455

600・750・900

(Dust box wagon is sold separately.)

•In order to install the microwave oven storage unit, pay careful attention 

to the height of the wall unit so that a manufacturer-specified separation 

distance necessary to install the microwave oven can be secured.

•In order to install a SoftDown wall unit as the wall unit, pay careful 

attention to the depth of the microwave oven.

If a microwave oven having a depth of 497 mm or more is 

installed to the bottom of the SoftDown wall unit, it will interfere 

with the SoftDown unit. 

In such case, pay careful attention to the installation conditions 

listed below.

*1: In order to plan a SoftDown wall unit having a height of 700 mm, pay careful attention to the 

installation conditions listed above (upward separation distance). In order to use a counter 

having a height of 850 mm and a SoftDown wall unit in combination, refer to the conditions 

listed above, and then check for any interference with the SoftDown unit.

Different size variationss (Unit: mm)

Size A

Size B

Opening (mm)

1350

750

600

1500

750

750

1800

900

900

Width: 300 / 450 / 600 / 

　　　750 / 900 mm

Height: 1010 mm

Width: 600 / 750 / 900 mm

Height: 1010 mm

Hinged door type of high 

floor unit with a single-

row drawer

Open high floor unit with 

a single-row drawer

High floor unit with 

four-row drawers

Width: 300 / 450 / 600 / 

　　　750 / 900 mm

Height: 1010 mm

•Floor unit provided with or without vent for 

releasing steam is selectable for Part B.

ｂ
ａ

B
C

A

450

65
0

Inner drawer

For counter corner:

10101010 1010

When changing the height of the high floor unit to 1110 mm through        Order
a side strainer and a side spice storage unit can be installed in the place shown with a dotted line

Side strainer* Side spice storage*

1050

C

B

A

1800・1500・1350

Provided with an inner drawer used for the counter corner.(The door is a blank panel (see *2.))

*2:The blank 

panel does 

not have 

the same 

shape as 

the door.

10
10

40
*

B

A

40* 40* 40*

Wall unit

Products marked with * require longer delivery time than usual.

Depth450mm

Different size variations (Unit: mm)

*Thickness of top panel of counter: 40 mm (Artificial marble), 20 mm (Melamine)

High Counter plan for 

small appliance Depth450mm Depth650mm

Microwave 
oven storage unit

Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples. 109
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Cup Board

Hatch type high counter for 

small appliances Depth483mm Depth683mm

This hatch high counter allows for storing small appliances in the 

partition between the kitchen and dining space.

small appliance and microwave oven storage units can be 

installed side by side.

Different plan and size variations (Unit: mm)

555

40*

455

• The back side is covered with decorative panels down to the floor.  

This is different from the fit on the dining side of the hatch type high counter.

• The total opening of the unit is 1800 mm at a maximum.

*Thickness of top panel of counter: 40 mm (Artificial marble) , 20 mm (Melamine)

(Back side)

Back-surface decorative panel

The Depth 483 mm type can be combined with the following units.

Width: 300 / 450 / 600 / 750 / 900 mm

Height : 1010 mm

Hinged door type of high floor 

unit with a single-row drawer

High floor unit with 

four-row drawers

Width: 300 / 450 / 600 / 750 / 900 mm

Height : 1010 mm

10101010

40* 40*

*Thickness of top panel of counter: 40 mm (Artificial marble), 20 mm (Melamine)

• To plan the storage for a depth of 650 mm, the depth of only the small appliance storage unit comes 

to 450 mm. Consequently, if any open unit is installed beside the storage unit, an end panel is 

required.

• For the dust box 

wagon (sold 

separately), 

refer to the 

information on 

page 101.

Single-row 

stocker 

drawer

Single-row 

stocker 

drawer

Open 

unit

Used for 

open unit

Height 510mm Height 510mm

Height 510mm Height 455mm

Width: 600 / 750 / 900 mm

Depth450mm Depth650mm

Width: 600 / 750 / 900 mm

Depth450mm Depth650mm

Width: 600 / 750 / 900 mm

Depth450mm Depth650mm

Width: 600 / 750 / 900 mm

Depth450mm Depth650mm

High Tall plan Depth450mm Depth383mm

 The High Tall unit  is available in two types, 

sliding door type and hinged door type.

Useful counter
Maximum load capacity: 10 kg

(Aluminum-frame resin door/glass door)

Sliding door type with useful counter

(Aluminum-frame resin 

door/glass door) (Aluminum-frame resin 

door/glass door)

Hinged door type

with “Rotary mesh 

basket”

Hinged door type 

with SoftDown wall 

unit and “Rotary 

mesh basket”

Width: 450 / 600 / 750 / 900 mm

Height: 1340 / 1540 mm 

(Provided with five shelf plates; one of which 

is stationary.)

Width: 900 mm

Height: 1340 / 1540 mm 

(Provided with four shelf plates)

Width: 900 mm

Height: 1340 / 1540 mm 

(Provided with three shelf plates)

Width: 900 mm　Height: 1340 / 1540 mm
• When the side becomes open, installation of end panel is recommended.

Different plan and size variations (Unit: mm)

High Tall unit

2350 /
（2150）

Floor unit

Selectable from the Depth 450 mm and 383 mm 

types and Height 810 mm type.

810

900

1540 /
（1340）

Depth450mm Depth450mm

Depth450mm

(Aluminum-frame resin 

door/glass door)

Hinged door

shelf plate type

Depth383mmDepth450mm

Hinged door type with 

SoftDown wall unit

(Aluminum-frame resin 

door/glass door)

Width: 300 / 450 / 600 / 750 / 900 mm

Height: 1340 / 1540 mm 
(Provided with three shelf plates)

(Width 450 and 600 mm types are only 

available for the Height 1540 mm type.)

Depth383mmDepth450mm

• When an open unit is installed beside the 

high tall unit, screw caps (white) can be seen 

outside the side panel. When the side is open, 

installation of an end panel is recommended.

• When an open unit is installed beside the 

high tall unit, screw caps (white) can be seen 

outside the side panel. When the side is open, 

installation of an end panel is recommended.

Floor unit:
Selectable from three Height 510 mm types and one Height 455 mm type.
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(Unit of size: mm)

Counter 
height:
810mm

40mm*

Counter 
height: 

810 mm

40mm*

Counter
 height: 

1010 mm

Dust box wagon

(sold separately)

40mm*

(Unit of size: mm)Plans posted on this page are typical plans. Sizes other than those shown below are available on request. Please feel free to contact Panasonic.

Small appliance storage 

high counter plan

Counter plan Small appliance storage 

tall plan

Tall counter plan

▲The Width 1200 mm or larger types use 

small appliance and high floor units in 

combination.

●In order to use small appliance on the 

counter, provide an outlet on the wall 

(electrical work required separately).

*1:Only available for the Depth 450 mm type

The small appliance storage unit of the Depth 650 mm 

type uses a tall unit for the Depth 450 mm type. 

If any open unit is installed beside the tall unit, 

an end panel is required.

●In order to use small appliances on 

　the counter, provide an outlet on the wall 

　(electrical work required separately).

●In order to use small appliances on 

　the counter, provide an outlet on the wall 

　(electrical work required separately).

Tall pantry High Tall planActive wall storage unit

Depth 383 / 450 mm Depth 450 / 650 mm Depth 450 / 650 mmDepth 383 / 450 / 650 mm

Tall plan

Width

600 750 900 1200 1500 1800

Height
2350 ● ● ● ▲*1 ▲*1 ▲*1

2150 ー ー ー ー ー ー

Width

600 750 900 1200 1500 1800

Height
2350 ● ● ● ● ● ●
2150 ● ● ● ● ● ●

The Depth 650 mm type uses a middle 

unit provided with a panel door.

In order to install the tall pantry alongside the wall, 

use a 20-mm joint strip or an end panel.

Depth 450 mm Depth 450 mmDepth 450 / 650 mm Depth 383 / 450 / 650 mm

Width

300 450 600 750 900

Height
2350 ● ● ● ● ●
2150 ● ● ● ● ●

(Unit: mm) (Unit: mm) (Unit: mm) (Unit: mm)

Width

900

Height
2350 ●
2150 ●

Width

450 900

Height
2350 ● ●
2150 ● ●

Width

1050 1200 1500 1800

Height
2350 ● ● ● ●
2150 ● ● ● ●

Be sure to use an end panel on each side of the 

active wall storage unit. (It is acceptable to use 

a joint strip alongside the wall.)

Width

600 750 900

Height
2350 ● ● ●
2150 ● ● ●

Width

1200 1500 1800

Height
2350 ● ● ●
2150 ● ● ●

(Unit: mm)(Unit: mm) (Unit: mm)(Unit: mm)

*Thickness of top panel of counter: 40 mm (Artificial marble),

20 mm (Melamine)

Wall-mounting type

Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples. 111
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Details of doors: P. 56 　Details of counters: P. 70Color coordination
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Door patterns

LAPLESS 80 Chocolate AU ● ● ● ●

Olive Green AZ ●

Plum Red AX ●

Gray AJ ● ● ●

Beige AQ ● ●

White AA ● ● ● ● ● ●

Matte White AS ● ● ● ● ● ●

Matte metallic AM ● ● ●

PRALLTRILLER 70 Chocolate KU ● ● ● ●

Olive Green KZ ●

Plum Red KX ●

Gray KJ ● ● ●

Beige KQ ● ●

White KA ● ● ● ● ● ●

Matte White KH ● ● ● ● ● ●

Matt metallic KM ● ● ●

MAESTOSO 70 Walnut DT ● ● ● ●

Cherry DM ● ● ● ●

Ash DH ● ● ●

RELIGIOSO 60 Brown Oak NY ● ● ● ●

Cherry NN ● ● ● ●

Medium Oak NM ● ● ● ●

Ecru Oak NA ● ● ● ● ● ●

ARCO 50 Sand Beige M1 ● ●

Moist White M2 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Moon Walnut M3 ● ● ● ●

Honey Elm M4 ● ● ● ●

Sax Oak M5 ● ● ● ●

RONDO 50 Sand Beige P1 ● ●

Moist White P2 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Walnut P3 ● ● ● ●

Cherry P4 ● ● ● ●

Oak P5 ● ● ● ●

MEZZO FORTE 50 Sakura 20 ● ●

Kuwazome 21 ● ●

Wakakusa 22 ●

Enji 23 ●

Aizome 24 ● ● ●

Murasaki 25 ●

Sumi 26 ● ● ●

Kinari 27 ● ●

Pearl White 28 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Pearl Silver 29 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Caprid Grey 30 ● ● ●

Onyx Pale 31 ● ●

Walnut White 32 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Guinea Wenge 33 ● ● ● ●

Coordination between 

door and counter/

kitchen board

● : Recommended combination

: Available for combination
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Door patterns

MEZZO FORTE 50 Walnut Natural 35 ● ● ● ●

Baked Oak 36 ● ● ●

Trinity Oak 38 ● ● ● ●

Ebony White 39 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Ebony Dark 40 ● ● ● ●

Rough sawn Elm 41 ● ● ● ●

Trino Walnut 42 ● ● ● ●

Walnut Medium 43 ● ● ● ●

Mahogany 45 ● ● ● ●

Walnut Deep 46 ● ● ● ●

LEBHAFT 40 Black Oak XJ ● ● ●

Navy Oak XZ ● ● ●

Blue Grey Oak XG ● ●

Smokey Rose XR ● ● ●

Walnut XT ● ● ● ●

Cherry XP ● ● ●

Oak XK ● ● ●

Maple XN ● ● ●

White Oak XW ● ● ● ● ● ●

ALLEGRO 30 Dark Brown RT ● ● ● ●

Medium Beige  RQ ● ●

Light Beige RL ● ●

White RF ● ● ● ● ● ●

Blue RB ●

Pink Beige RP ●

Yellow RY ●

MARCATO 30 Crystal White U1 ● ● ● ● ● ●

Silky Gold U2 ● ●

Shine Black U3 ● ● ●

TRILL 30 Line dark VT ● ● ● ●

Line medium VX ● ● ● ●

Line light VQ ● ● ● ●

Line white VW ● ● ● ● ● ●

Shade Brown VB ● ●

Shade White VG ● ● ● ● ● ●
RITARDANDO 30 Matte White JS ● ● ● ● ● ●

Arpe 20 Soft Walnut TT ● ● ● ●

Soft Cherry TQ ● ● ● ●

Soft Oak TV ● ● ● ●

White Ash TU ● ● ● ● ● ●

GIOCOSO 20 Beige LB ● ●

Beauty White LW ● ● ● ● ● ●

Yellow LK ●

Middle Gray LG ● ● ●

MODERATO 10 Dark Grey IJ ● ● ●

White IF ● ● ● ● ● ●

● : Recommended combination

: Available for combination

Color tones vary between printed material and actual products. Please confirm color tones with actual product samples.
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